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NEW YORK What you’re not being told:
FIGHTS BACK! Official City report predicts

Over a hundred world leaders will try to tackle
climate change tomorrow at the UN. But they seem
more interested in tackling each other.

Bad news for the rest of us, you bet. But true to
form, New Yorkers are fighting back in all kinds of
ways — and we’re setting an example for the rest of
the country.
Continues on Page 5

massive climate catastrophes,
public health disasters.
SEE PAGE 3

digitalexander

WORLD LEADERS SLIP
ON UN SUMMIT SLOPE

•
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Clear &
Present
Disaster

United States Marine Corps

randomduck

Pentagon top brass warn: Act
now, or pay later with ‘lives’
EXCLUSIVE
The Pentagon has run the numbers.
And they’ve decided global warming
is real, it’s happening now, and it’s a
US national security threat.
The Department of Defense, using
Navy, Air Force, and NASA weather
programs, concluded that increasingly
severe hurricanes, rising sea levels,
drought, pandemics and famine may
result if we don’t act fast. Such dire
scenarios could lead to mass migrations of refugees across borders, destabilizing the US and other countries.

Regional wars would then break out
over increasingly scarce clean water
and food. The US military would almost certainly get pulled into the crisis.
“The sense that climate change poses
security and geopolitical challenges is
central to the thinking of the State Department and the climate office,” said
Peter Ogden, chief of staff to Todd
Stern, the State Department’s top climate negotiator.
The National Defense University, a
DoD-funded institution, last December conducted an exercise examining
what would happen if Bangladesh

flooded and hundreds of thousands
of refugees fled into India, triggering
religious conflict, the spread of contagious diseases, and widespread infrastructure damage.
But all this isn’t just hypothetical,
military experts are saying: it’s already
real. Take the country of Sudan, where
millions have died in brutal civil war.
A big part of the reason for the fighting there is the spreading of deserts
and drought.
The Pentagon warns that the U.S.
military will inevitably get drawn into
regional wars to protect its own vital
interests.

Tomorrow, over one hundred of the
world’s most powerful leaders will
meet at UN Headquarters on 43rd
Street to discuss the biggest issue facing our planet: climate change.
The bigwigs, summoned by UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon, include
heads of state from Europe, China, India, Russia and Japan. President Obama
will be there too.
The meeting is a key step along the
way to a big climate change summit
in Copenhagen, Denmark this December, which will produce a new treaty to
replace the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. That
treaty expires in 2012.

Ban Ki-Moon has called Copenhagen
a “once-in-a-generation opportunity,”
because the world has “less than 10
years to halt (the) global rise in greenhouse gas emissions if we are to avoid
catastrophic consequences for people
and the planet.”
But things haven’t been going so well,
and it will be a miracle if the 192 countries can agree on what to do come December (see “Flopenhagen?” page 6).
Poorer coastal and island countries are
desperate for drastic emissions cuts due
to rising sea levels. But the rich countries are finding it hard to resist pressure
from their oil and coal lobbies to emit

chriki24

Global honchos in end
game hothouse huddle

UN Headquarters in New York City

without limits. The US, especially, is
only willing to take baby steps on cuts,
though the US has the highest greenhouse gas emissions per capita by far.
Scientists say that the “safe” level of

CENTCOM Commander-in-Chief warns that unless we take action now,
the US military will be drawn into wars fueled by climate change

Said Gen. Anthony C. Zinni, former head of Central Command, “We
will pay for this one way or another.
We will pay to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions today, and we’ll have to
take an economic hit of some kind. Or
we will pay the price later in military
terms. And that will involve human
lives.”
On top of potential loss of our troops,
miltary installations are under threat

CO2 in the atmosphere—i.e. the level it
has never gone above in the last 650,000
years—is 350 parts per million. Today,
we’re already at 387 ppm worldwide,
and rising. If emissions don’t start going down, many scientists think we
could soon reach a tipping point from
which we’ll never be able to return. The
ice caps will melt even faster, no longer
reflecting back sunlight, and will then
melt faster still. Arctic permafrost will
also melt, releasing massive amounts of
super-greenhouse-gas methane, throwing the whole climate system into a tailspin. Sea levels will rise dramatically,
the weather will systems will suddenly
change, and then... well, no one knows.
That’s the problem.
Scientists are no longer warning us to
change our ways. They’re saying that if
we don’t change our ways now, we’re
facing global catastrophe.

from climate change too. Bases in
Homestead and Pensacola, FL. have
already been devastated by massive
storms and rising seas. Diego Garcia,
one of our most strategic bases in the
Indian ocean, is currently under direct
threat from sea-level rise.
The Pentagon intends to continue
developing contingency plans to deal
with the now undeniable national security threat of global warming.

Here in Gotham, even if none of the
worst nightmare scenarios warned of
by scientists come to pass, we could
be looking at water levels three feet
higher than now, more frequent violent
storms and widespread flooding, and
large temperature increases, according
to Mayor Bloomberg’s NYC Climate
Change Risk Information Report. (See
“It’s Coming!” page 3)
Ban Ki-Moon has stated that governments must reach an international
climate treaty in December. Climate
change, according to Ban, “is simply
the greatest collective challenge we
face as a human family.”
The NYPD has warned that, with all
the visiting dignitaries and their security, traffic around the UN is likely to be
disrupted throughout Tuesday, and also
Wednesday, when the UN General Assembly opens.

IT’S COMING!
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Danger is in our CO2-laden air—the
danger that Obama will head to the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference
this December without a climate bill
from Congress in his pocket.
The House passed caps on U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions, albeit at
levels well below those needed to stop
climate catastrophe, in June.
But the Senate has yet to even introduce its own version of the bill. It’s
now promised by the end of this month
but it’s already been delayed twice.
Who’s to blame for this? Dawdling
Democrats. Many of them are claiming
that health care reform makes the climate change bill a no-go this session.
“The problem of doing both of them
together is that it becomes too big of
a lift,” Sen. Blanche Lincoln (D-Ark.)
told Bloomberg News. Byron Dorgan
(D-N.D.) and Ben Nelson (D-Neb.) are
among other Dems complaining about
a legislative log jam.
“The Congress as an institution has
difficulty doing a lot of things at the
same time,” comments Stuart Eizenstat, lead U.S. negotiator on the 1997
Kyoto Protocol.
Other take a less pessimistic view:
David Doniger of the Natural Resources Defense Council believes a climate
bill will make major headway this
year, with enough momentum to propel an agreement in Copenhagen.
“Health care is going to be the first
order of business,” he says. “But can
Congress do two things at once? Yes.”
David Waskow, of Oxfam International, agrees. “Senate committees
have a chance to deliver something
good,” Waskow says. “They can really create a context for a successful
Copenhagen.”
With progress through Congress
hanging in the balance, public pressure
on the pols is more vital than ever.
The stakes are high. Without a climate bill, the Pres will have a weak
hand at the negotiations in Denmark.
“The uncertainty in the U.S. is really
a significant handicap,” says Reid Detchon of the U.N. Foundation. “Everybody wants to know what the U.S. is
going to do. That’s the critical question
that has been holding up the climate
negotiations for the last several years.”
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Congress
cops out on
climate

City report says
extreme storms, flooding, deadly heat waves
coming soon if we don’t
make changes fast

It’s official. It’s getting hot down
here. And if we don’t stop burning
oil and coal, the Big Apple will be
cooked.
According to a high tech study commissioned by a concerned Mayor
Bloomberg and generously funded by
the Rockefeller Foundation, climate
change caused by human-created
greenhouse gases is threatening the
health, livelihood, and security of
New Yorkers—especially those who
take the subway to work.
The New York City Panel on Climate Change, led by an elite team of
NASA scientists and climate experts
from Columbia, CUNY, and Rutgers,
has concluded that unless carbon
emissions are drastically reduced all
over the world, New York faces dangerous increases in temperature (up to
7.5 degrees), extreme weather (hurricanes and intense storms), and sea
level rise (as much as 4.5 feet).
According to the panel’s report, if
all nations don’t drastically cut their

carbon emissions, then Gotham will
suffer in the following ways:
• Deadly heat waves will become
more frequent, more intense, and
longer. Because cities are a lot hotter
than their surrounding areas, we’ll see
more of the sorts of heat events that
killed 600 people in 5 days in Chicago
in 1995, or 15,000 people in France
in 2003.
• Coastal flooding will increase.
The subways, which already need
constant pumping to stay dry, will be
much more vulnerable to flooding due
to storm surges. Real estate in lowlying areas of Manhattan—particularly downtown locations—will also
be endangered (See “Congress to NY:
Swim for It,” page 4).
• With coastal flooding, our water
supply will be in trouble. The City
is already attempting to prepare for
flooding by raising electrical equipment at the Rockaway Wastewater
Treatment Plant to higher elevations.
• Along with coastal flooding,

droughts will also increase. This
will cause water quality to deteriorate,
with higher bacteria counts, and more
saltwater and toxic runoff polluting
our reservoirs.
• The higher temperatures will
place strains on our city’s infrastructure and buildings, which were
not built for that kind of heat. Roads
and rails will buckle and expand with
the extreme heat variation and degrade more quickly.
• The strain on our power grid will
be drastically increased during the
summer months. Electrical machinery will need to be cooled more, and
will breakdown from increased strain.
So what can we do about it? Plenty.
And it’s not even that hard.
On the City level, NASA scientists
have the answers, and they’re simple:
plant lots more trees (to cool the air
through “evapotranspiration” and
shade), and paint the roofs white to reflect the sun’s heating rays (See “New
York’s all white with me,” page 17).

On the personal level, we need to
drive less, and use bikes and public
transport instead. We need to buy local food at farmers’ markets instead of
stuff flown halfway across the world,
and we need to make sure local farmers have all the incentives they need to
sell food to us cheaply. And of course
we need to produce our own energy
by installing solar panels on top of
our buildings, so that we stop using
coal-produced electricity (we’ll save
money besides).
But most importantly, we need to put
pressure on government—local, state,
and federal—to convert our entire energy systems to sustainable sources
like solar and wind.
Don’t let Obama, Congress, or the
world leaders gathering at the U.N.
this week fiddle while Gotham Burns.
We need some real leadership from
these pols. They need to make the
tough decisions and policy changes
that will turn the heat down on New
York and the world before it’s too late.

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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‘Carbon Counter’
Counts NYers as
Fools
tember 2008
“Deutsche
Bank
South
African Coal
Conference,”
and
helping
to finance the
purchase
of
Columbian
coal mines by
Xstrata—one
of the world’s
largest coal mining companies.
Deutsche Bank has also moved beyond financing coal, and has hired a
staff of full-time “physical coal” traders. Mark Walters is the Global Head
of Coal Origination for the bank.
A number of banks have recently
moved into directly trading in commodities, rather than merely financing companies. They rent storage
facilities, ships, pipelines, power
stations, mines, wells, refineries, and

No Fire
Without
Smoke

Flatbush Gardener

Deutsche Bank has erected a giant
seven-story carbon counter right near
Penn Station, that’s supposed to let
you know how much Deutsche Bank
cares about global warming.
Yet the Post has learned that
Deutsche Bank is not only financing
airlines, coal mines and oil companies—they’re now buying large quantities of actual coal.
The 7th-floor counter shows a number—3.64 trillion and counting—that
represents the tons of greenhouse gas
currently in our atmosphere. Deutsche
Bank means to show that they’re just
as worried as we are. Yet critics point
out that Deutsche Bank has long been
one of the world’s foremost financiers
of CO2-heavy industries.
Recent Deutsche Bank coal projects include a major investment in
a $1.28 billion coal mines project in
China, overseeing the IPO of China’s
largest coal producer, running a Sep-
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This carbon counter sign above
New York’s Penn Station is meant to
underline Deutsche Bank’s environmental concerns. But the bank is investing heavily in the CO2-belching
coal industry.

petrochemicals plants, storing the
stuff with the hope that it gets more
valuable later.
“Why didn’t they just put up a billboard that says ‘We’re screwed unless we stop burning coal’?” asked
Walter Fremont, a New York coal
activist. “Because then they might

as well have a billboard saying ‘Shut
Down Deutsche Bank Now.’”
The Deutsche Bank carbon counter
can be found online at Know-theNumber.com

The Obama administration is spending $2.4 billion on “clean coal” carbon
capture and storage projects. But the
Post has learned that the coal industry’s claims about “clean coal” technology are misleading.
Experts believe it is indeed possible
to capture some of the carbon produced by coal-burning plants—but it’s
very expensive, especially when you
factor in the infrastructure to transport
the carbon to storage sites and pump it
underground.
Also, a volatile gas will most likely
not stay underground forever. It might
even escape catastrophically, as natural
CO2 did in Cameroon in 1986, killing
1,746 people.
Experts note that burning coal
amounts to 40% of mankind’s CO2
emissions, and extraction of coal is extremely damaging to the environment.
This has led many of them to suggest
that energy subsidies would be better
spent on solar, wind and other renewable energy sources—that would solve
the problem rather than bury a small
part of it. (See also “The Coal’d Hard
Truth,” p. 21.)

Congress to New York: “Swim for it!”

You commute to work every day on
the subway, and you take it for granted.
But soon, your ride might not be so reliable.
If that happens, blame Congress.
Congress isn’t taking the action that’s
needed to prevent global warming. And
according to state-of-the-art scientific
research by the Pentagon, as well as
a blue-chip panel commissioned by
Mayor Bloomberg (see “It’s Coming!”
p. 3), the disastrous results of that climate change could soon be coming to a
metropolitan area near you.

In even the most conservative climate change models, oceans will rise
from polar cap melting, currents will
be disrupted, and storms will get more
violent. “Positive feedback loops” will
make mincemeat of what’s left of nice
weather.
What’s already been happening down
south—remember the storm surges of
Katrina?—will start occurring in New
York City. Rising waters will lay waste
to precious real estate. Plus, as happened in New Orleans, parts of the city
could become unsanitary, unsafe, and

unlivable due to the destruction of infrastructure and jobs.
But that’s just an appetizer for our
future crap sandwich. According to the
Blue Ribbon Commission on Sustainability and the MTA, “The onset of
global warming due to rising levels of
greenhouse gases represents a new and
potentially dire challenge, for which
the MTA system is largely unprepared.
A number of climate changes have
been measured in the MTA service
area, and altered weather patterns are
already impacting the MTA infrastruc-

ture, primarily through increased storm
activity and related flooding.”
Many subway lines are below sea
level, and the system requires constant
pumping to keep dry. When a stormrelated flood hit in August 2007, “Subways were submerged, pumps were
overwhelmed; debris blocked drains,”
the MTA report says. Bridges and tunnels also had problems. “In all, over 2.5
million commuters were affected.”
Storms like that one, and worse, could
become a regular occurrence if global
warming continues.

The threat is so serious that the MTA
is drafting emergency climate-change
response plans with ConEd and others.
“Storm surge” and “extreme heat” are
just some of the conditions they’re getting ready for. It will take aid from the
state and federal government to either
secure the existing infrastructure, or to
pay the enormous cost of redirecting it
to higher ground.
The A and C subway lines go the lowest underground and are the most vulnerable to flooding. The B and Q are
the highest. Which line do you ride?

New York
Fights Back
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City strives to slash emissions

TrespassersWill

David Reeves

City workers plant one of a million planned trees. Britta Riley demonstrates a “window farm”—a garden you can hang in your apartment’s window. With its
great public transit, bike lanes, and solar programs, New York has a low carbon footprint and reduces our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, too.

EXCLUSIVE
Well, another big meeting of world
leaders has come and will soon be
gone.
So what? Will anything change?
The vote on the Senate climate bill’s
been delayed. But it’s so watered
down anyhow that it won’t even come
close to solving the problem.
Bad news for us humans? You bet.
(See “It’s Coming!” p. 3.) But true to
form, New Yorkers are fighting back.
While politicians think only of how
they’ll finance their next election, and
while world bigwigs bicker as if they
were trading truffles rather than our
kids’ future, New Yorkers are fighting
hard for a better future for everyone,
and setting an example for the rest of
the USA.
• 82% of New Yorkers walk, bike
or use public transportation. They
thus saved 1.8 billion gallons of oil in
2006; New York saves half of all the
oil saved by public transit nationwide.
• The rate of NYC’s gas consumption
is what the average US rate was in the
mid 1920’s.
• A New Yorker’s greenhouse gas

emissions are less than a third the national average.
• There are now 200 miles’ worth of
bike paths in the five boroughs, with
1,800 planned by 2030. There are
6,100 bike racks.
• There are twice as many bike riders
as a few years ago, and half as many
accidents.
• The average New Yorker consumes
less than half the electricity used by a
resident of San Francisco.
• 174,000 new trees have already
been planted through the MillionTreesNYC campaign, with a goal of
one million trees by 2017.
• We’re leading the way with environmentally friendly buildings, thanks
to the fourth Green Building Competition sponsored by the Mayor’s office,
the NYC Department of Environmental Protection, and the EPA.
• With the closing of Broadway in
Times Square, the number of cars
cruising through the area has been cut
in half. Pedestrian traffic is up over
50% and accidents down 50%, as
New Yorkers and tourists flock to our
brand-new urban oasis.
• The Empire State Building is being
entirely retrofitted to be environmentally friendly. Its windows and ra-

diators are all being insulated, and its
ventilation, water and lighting system
are being updated.
• The 52-story New York Times
building has new adjustable lighting, decreasing its CO2 emissions by
1,250 metric tons per year, and incidentally saving the paper $600,000 a
year in electricity costs.
• Thirteen of the city’s major hospitals have joined the Mayor’s challenge
to reduce the city’s emissions by 30%
in the next ten years.

• Rooftop farms are taking off (see
“Let it Grow, Let it Grow, Let it
Grow,” below).
• New York’s Finest are getting hundreds of new hybrid patrol cars with
twice as good mileage as the old ones.
(See “NYPD’s PC cruisers,” p. 9.)
• People who were previously homeless or in jail are busy collecting cooking oil from restaurants, which is then
converted into biodiesel for use in
commercial vehicles around the city.

The program has provided meaningful employment to over 3,000 people,
while creating close to 725,000 gallons of biodiesel.
• The city supports programs like
Solar One. Solar One sends teachers
to schools to tell kids about the importance of energy saving. It has served
more than 10,000 students and posts
its tax return on its website, to show
how much money you can save by using solar.

Let it Grow, Let it Grow, Let it Grow
How do you fight climate change
when most of your food is being
shipped across the world and packaged wastefully at great energy
cost? Answer: you don’t.
Some inventive New Yorkers
have found an answer to this problem: urban agriculture. High on the
City’s rooftops a number of city
farms are being created or are already in full working order, supplying locals with fresh vegetables and
fruits.
In Greenpoint, Brooklyn, one roof

foot hydroponics greenhouse on
the roof of a church. It’ll be powered by 2,000 square feet of solar
panels, and will not use fertilizers
or pesticides, which are no longer
necessary when using hydroponics. Both farms use rainwater to
A Rooftop Farm
irrigate, a process that has the
in Greenpoint
benefit of almost completely prefarm of 6,000 square feet has 30
venting rainwater runoff into the
different crops. In Queens, Gotham building or streets below.
Greens (winners of this year’s Green
Want to know what it tastes like?
Business Competition) is in the pro- 70% of Gotham Green’s produce will
cess of constructing a 12,000-square- soon be heading to a store near you.

Your Secret Admiral

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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FLOPENHAGEN
Will Things Go Rotten in the State of Denmark?
United Nations

Hard-core
honcho UN
Sec’y-General
inspects an
ice core sample taken at
the polar ice
rim, Norway.
Below: What
happens at
the Copenhagen Congress
Center will
determine
the future of
humankind.

EXCLUSIVE
In just a few months, a
major UN Conference
on Climate Change will
be held in Copenhagen,
Denmark.
The December 7–18
UN Conference of Parties meeting on climate
change (COP15) is supposed to save our hides by
making a treaty to reduce
carbon emissions and stop
climate change before it’s
too late. But things aren’t

looking good—especially
for those of us living near
sea level.
The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) said in 2007 that
in order to stop the globe
from warming more than
two degrees Celsius—a
point at which climate
scientists say there will
be huge risk of catastrophe—rich countries, like
the US, need to cut our
emissions by 25% to 40%
before 2020 and by more
than 80-95% before 2050.

We ’ r e
far from that, though.
“Based on pledges that
are currently on the table,
achieving 25% by 2020
is looking like quite a
stretch,” said John Ashe,
who chairs the UN group
discussing rich countries’
emissions.
Many poor countries are
placing the blame squarely on rich countries’ leaders. They say the rich and
powerful nations of the
world have, for decades,
used the atmosphere

and oceans as dumping
grounds, without supervision. So why should poor
countries have to put in a
big effort now?
To make matters worse,
lobbyists and front groups
working for polluting industries will be out in full
force to spread misinformation and drive wedges
between those gathered
(see “The Black Arts of
Coal and Crude”).
Can’t we all just get
along? Actually, a big

glimmer of Hopenhagen
is coming from Asia.
After devastating its
own environment by relying on coal for energy,
China’s legislature is now
looking to pass a carboncutting bill this month. If
it is implemented, China’s
emissions of carbon dioxide will start to slow by
2020 and will go into reverse by 2030.
“A number of countries—with China and
Korea in the lead—are

UN Chief: World heading for climate ‘abyss’
The world is speeding towards a climate catastrophe, UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon warned recently,
urging rapid progress in talks to cut
emissions and tackle global warming.
“Our foot is stuck on the accelerator
and we are heading towards an abyss,”

he said in a speech to the World Climate Conference in Geneva.
Ban, who recently visited the Arctic to witness firsthand the changes
wrought by global warming, warned
that many of the “more distant scenarios” predicted by scientists were

“happening now.”
“Scientists have been accused for
years of scaremongering. But the real
scaremongers are those who say we
cannot afford climate action—that it
will hold back economic growth,” he
said.

seeing this economic crisis as an opportunity to
turn a corner,” said Yvo
de Boer, the head of the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.
“Those countries are in a
serious way making investments in renewable
sources of energy.”
De Boer recognized
that getting 192 nations—from Afghanistan
to Zimbabwe—to agree
on the issue is “a bit like
herding cats.”
“You can take one of
two approaches, you can
either try and herd them
from behind with a stick,
which generally has
them shooting off in different directions, or you
can walk in front holding
a tasty fish and that will
get them to follow you
more willingly,” he said.
The biggest hope for
a deal may come from
workers who stand to win
big.
Guy Ryder, General Secretary of the International
Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), which represents 168 million workers
in 155 countries, says a
switch to a low-carbon
economy will mean millions of new jobs. “We’re
on board,” Ryder said.

“They are wrong. Climate change
could spell widespread disaster,” Ban
warned.
The UN leader pinned his hopes of a
breakthrough on tomorrow’s summit
of world leaders in New York to discuss climate change.
He warned that the price of failure
would be high “not just for future generations, but for this generation.”

We seed
it coming
In the Norwegian archipelago of Svalbard, a Global
Seed Vault was established
early last year to protect seed
samples from the threats of
climate change, disease and
disasters. Located near the
village of Longyearbyen—a
few hundred miles from the
North Pole—the vault houses
duplicates of unique varieties
of the world’s most important
crops. Permafrost and thick
rock ensure that, even without
electricity, the genetic material
stored in the vault will remain
frozen and protected.
One of the greatest global
challenges is “how to feed
a growing world population in the context of climate
change,” UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon said during a visit to the vault in early
September. The seeds stored in
the facility, he said, are part of
a larger long-term strategy to
boost food security in the face
of global warming. The vault
can preserve seeds from most
major food crops for hundreds
of years. Some seeds, including those of important grains,
could survive thousands of
years.
Approximately 1.5 million
distinct seed samples of agricultural crops are thought to
exist. “Sustainable food production may not begin in this
cold Arctic environment, but
it does begin by conserving
crop diversity,” the SecretaryGeneral noted. “This gift
to humanity and symbol of
peace will continue to inspire
and serve for generations to
come.”
Construction of the Seed
Vault, which cost approximately $9 million, was funded
entirely by the Government of
Norway. Storage of seeds in
the vault is free of charge. The
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation has provided some of the
funds for operational costs of
the project.
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Unbearable:
Temperature
rise at the North
Pole is reaching
a tipping point

It’s gettin’ hot up here
1999-2008 was the warmest decade
of the last 2,000 years in the Arctic,
according to a report just published
in the respected journal Science. This
despite the fact that changes in the
Earth’s orbit are causing the North
Pole to get less direct sunlight. The
region should be cooling down, not
warming up!
According to the report’s researchers, summer temperatures in the Arctic averaged 2.5 degrees Fahrenheit
warmer than would have been expected if the cooling had continued. Over
the past two decades, the Arctic has
warmed at nearly twice the rate of the

rest of the planet.
That’s scary, because the Arctic acts
as the Northern Hemisphere’s air conditioner, keeping global temperatures
within the comfortable range we’re
used to, even here in New York.
We’re starting to feel the effects
already, but scientists say the damage is just getting started. Even if
we stop emitting greenhouse gases
tomorrow, we can expect numerous
extreme weather events, including
flooding affecting one quarter of the
world’s population, along with massive impacts on agriculture, forestry
and water supplies throughout North

America and beyond.
“Recent observations strongly suggest that climate change may soon
push some systems past tipping
points, with global implications,” the
peer-reviewed World Wildlife Fund
report states bleakly.
The report is the latest in a steady
drumbeat of news on warming conditions in the Arctic. Some of the other
dangerous developments:
• The volume of older, crucial sea
ice in the Arctic shrank by 57% from
the winter of 2004 to 2008. For the
first time on record, both the Northeast and Northwest passages of the

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009

San Diego Shooter
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Arctic were ice-free in 2008.
• The sea near Alaska is turning
acidic from the absorption of greenhouse gases, endangering the state’s
$4.6 billion fishing industry.
• The massive Greenland ice cap is
melting much faster than previously
thought, leading to global sea level
rise.
• These changes and others are creating dangerous “feedback” mechanisms. For example, the melting ice
exposes darker land and ocean, which
in turn absorbs solar energy rather
than reflecting it back into space.
Thawing permafrost releases meth-

ane, a greenhouse gas 20 times more
potent than CO2, altering the delicate
balance needed to maintain life on
Earth.
Government policies are by-andlarge based on earlier projections,
not the new, more startling evidence
of rapid climate change outlined in
the WWF report. “Global feedbacks
already arising from Arctic climate
change suggest that anything but the
most ambitious constraints on greenhouse gas concentrations may not be
sufficient to avoid dangerous human
interference with the climate system,”
the report warns.

The Army is leading the charge in
green, and we’re not talking uniforms.
With energy costs soaring, the Pentagon is massively shifting to renewable sources on Army bases out west.
To begin with, the Army is spending
$1.5 billion to build an industrial-sized
solar farm at Fort Irwin in California’s
high Mojave Desert, to be completed
by 2022.
It’s an obvious move, according to
Army Spokesman Kevin Geiss, energy
security director of the Army’s installations and environment office. “Not
only do we have the land—we also
have the demand,” he said.
Fort Irwin is home of the Army’s war
games training center. “What we’re
looking for here is to assure sustained
access to power for our installations,”
Geiss said. An added benefit is that the
Army can sell any excess power back
to the grid.
Further plans are in place for the
Army to produce several hundred
megawatts of renewable power over
the next decade.
“Frankly, the Department of Defense
was a little bit late coming to the topic
of efficiency and renewables,” said
Richard Kidd, of the Department of
Energy’s federal energy management
program, “but now it’s at the forefront.” Kidd added that Fort Irwin is
one of six bases across the armed services where the department is testing
“net zero” energy use.
The variety of buildings on army
bases – housing, hospitals, schools and
support buildings—makes the military
an ideal testing ground for such projects, according to Jeffrey Marqusee of
the Defense Department. Individual
bases in the U.S. and overseas have
lately taken on programs as simple as
replacing old light bulbs with more efficient ones.

Energy Citizens
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Forgery and fakery send
democracy to the pits

The big players in the energy business have plenty of ways of getting
their message across. They fund fancy
think tanks, make campaign contributions to sympathetic politicians, hire
lobbyists, and buy ads.
But now, they’ve gone a step further.
They’ve forged letters to members of
Congress, using the letterhead of real
grassroots citizen groups.
In June, at least 13 letters opposing
the American Clean Energy and Security Act were sent to members of
Congress by the campaign-organizing
firm Bonner & Associates, who were
hired by the corporate P.R. firm Hawthorn Group. And Hawthorn Group
had been hired by The American Coalition for Clean Coal Energy, a group
that openly promotes the interests of
the coal industry.
The fake letters claimed to speak
for low-income Americans and op-

posed the legislation in Congress on
the false grounds that it would significantly increase energy costs to
consumers. But the Congressional
Budget Office has reported that under
the legislation, lower-income consumers would actually pay less, and
middle and upper-income consumers
wouldn’t pay very much more.
This tactic is called “astroturfing,”
because it aims to simulate grassroots
activism. Another example of astroturfing is the organization of fake
“grassroots rallies” that are actually
highly orchestrated corporate events.
A leaked June memo from the American Petroleum Institute (API) lays
out plans for funding and organizing
fake “grassroots” rallies in 20 states
to give the impression that citizens
are outraged and taking to the streets
to oppose energy reform. The memo
targets states with significant oil or

The coal industry has recently forged letters from the NAACP expressing
opposition to climate legislation, and the oil industry is putting “a human
face on the impacts of unsound energy policy” by staging rallies against
the legislation.

coal industry employee populations,
who can be easily persuaded (or ordered) to show up at these engineered
rallies. “We have identified 11 states
with a significant industry presence
and 10 other states where we have assets on the ground,” says the memo.
Some members of API have been
publicly supporting the same legislation that API is organizing “rallies”
to oppose. These companies include
Shell, BP America, ConocoPhillips,
General Electric, and Siemens. By
supporting the energy reform bill publicly, they keep a benign appearance
in front of the public. Meanwhile, the
companies fund “grassroots” opposition to the legislation they publicly

support.
The forged letters to Congress by
Bonner & Associates on behalf of the
coal industry are only one example
of the company’s work against health
and energy legislation over the past
20+ years. A 1986 strategic document titled “Proposal to Defeat Current Legislation on Banning Tobacco
Advertising” touts Jack Bonner and
his company as experts in coalition
building and grassroots organizing.
The document points to Bonner’s
past work on behalf of major chemical producers to defeat amendments
to the Clean Air Act as an example of
his expertise in the area of grassroots
campaigning.

Old rock ’n roller gets new wheels

Finally, a hybrid with some heft?
Rocker Neil Young, of all people, has
joined forces with a Kansas car hacker
(yes, that’s an occupation, apparently)
named Jonathan Goodwin to create
the “LincVolt,” a ’59 Lincoln Continental convertible that can get up to 65
MPG on a combination of biodiesel,
hydrogen and compressed natural gas.
All this, mind you, from a car that’s

nearly 20 feet long and weighs two
and a half tons.
Now that’s my kind of hybrid!
Goodwin, a kind of mad MacGyver
of alternative fuels, has also converted gas guzzlers for Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger and MTV’s “Pimp
My Ride.” In every case, he not only
increases fuel efficiency—he adds
horsepower. The ’65 Chevy Impala he

converted on “Pimp My Ride” blew
away a Lamborghini on a drag-racing
track.
Why isn’t this guy running Detroit?
Your guess is as good as mine.
Young’s LincVolt isn’t quite ready to
start rockin’ in a free world yet. The
musician wants to get the beast up
to 100 MPG before he’ll consider it
ready for prime time, and even then,

it’s not clear whether Young and
Goodwin have any clue how to make
their technology available to the masses. Earlier this year, they withdrew
from the X Prize competition to avoid
the pressure of having to “develop a
viable business plan.”
Oh, Neil—guess you’re still a hippie
at heart!

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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Hybrid police cruisers like these get 30 more miles per gallon than
conventional cop cars.

CAROL SHAYA
It’s a New York tradition. When
muggers, thieves, and gangbangers
see that classic blue-and-white Ford
Crown Victoria cruising by, they
know the NYPD is there.
That’s all staying the same—except
the Ford is giving way to a hybrid.
New York’s Finest are going green.
That’s right, the cops are showing
how seriously they take the health and
safety of all New Yorkers, by shifting
over to low-emission cars.

But the cops’ new neat fleet isn’t
only about clean air and preventing
the climate disaster—it’s also about
saving money. Hybrids run on a combination of gas and electricity. They
not only emit 75% less than conventional cars, they also get 46 miles to
the gallon compared to 16 mpg for the
old cop cars.
“Every little bit counts,” said Deputy Mayor Ed Skyler. “These cars
will be travelling 25,000 miles on the
road each year. That will save $3,000
in gas costs when gas is $4.50. If you
have 1,000 of these, that’s $3 million. If you have 10,000, that’s $30

Brouhaha (Jonathan)

Electric police scooters like this can go 55 miles on a single charge at a cost of 1¢ per mile, making them
an attractive addition to the force. They’re coming soon to a precinct near you.

million. The city has 27,000 cars.
Because we’re so big, economies of
scale really pay off.”
Leave it to the NYPD to look out for
the little guy’s wallet, whether it’s being picked by street criminals or by
government waste.

All-electric Vectrix scooters are also
in the works for the NYPD. These babies can go up to 55 miles on a single
charge. Operational costs have been
as low as one cent per mile. According to Vectrix, its two-wheel electric
vehicles are 2.7 times cleaner than

gas-powered motorcycles and scooters and 10 times cleaner than gaspowered cars. It also claims that by
replacing one car 70% of the time
with a Vectrix, carbon dioxide emissions can be reduced by five tons a
year.

Buen gust o’ wind for Mexico SUV Slap
Can alternative energy
really help escape the
chains of big government? A small publicinterest company named
Yansa thinks they have
the answer.
There’s so much
wind in some parts

RightIndex

Company helps
Mexican farmers
keep control of
their land and sell
the wind power
themselves

of Oaxaca, Mexico, that
big energy companies are
starting to buy up huge
stretches of land for wind
farms. Yansa is helping
rural communities just say
“no” and keep control of
their land, so they can sell
their huge energy windfall
back to the grid.
Yansa is also building a
new kind of turbine commercially, with the profits
to help people keep control of their land.

Schtick

Motorists, think twice about where
you park—or you could end up with a
serious case of clowns.
A group of eco-kooks are putting on
clown outfits and patrolling our city’s
bike lanes.
When they find some schmuck
parking his SUV in the bike lane the
clowns go into action.
They swarm the car, write fake tickets, and honk their little bicycle horns
until the illegal parker drives off.

Clowns defend bike
lanes from illegal parkers.

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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NOLA Split on Digging Pitt
Brad Pitt is a well known eco-freak, hosting a

change the size and configuration of the two homes.”

lives has no electricity but the old lady is now living

PBS series on green design, building a new eco-

Strong opinions have been expressed locally about

off-the-grid with clean energy powering her entire

resort in Dubai, lobbying congress on green issues

the look of some of the new homes, but there’s no

home.. “I am very pleased that my home has been im-

and setting up an eco-friendly winery. Now Pitt has

doubt that Pitt’s vision is green.

proved thanks to solar energy and I’ll make sure my

commissioned 13 of the world’s top architects to de-

O’s Grandma Goes Solar

grandson hears about it,” Mama Sarah said. “Solar

Young Kenyans working with Greenpeace’s Solar

power is clean, reliable and affordable, unlike paraf-

under construction in New Orleans’ Lower Ninth

Generation initiative have installed solar panels on

fin that is widely used in the area”. Greenpeace also

Ward. The latest designs include duplexes with “in-

the roof of Barack Obama’s Kenyan step-grand-

worked with youths in the village of Kogelo to add

terchangeable floor plans that allow the families to

mother, Sarah. The village in which Mama Obama

solar panels to the Barack Obama School there.

sign sustainable houses, 150 of which are currently

Richard
Johnson
richard.johnson@nypost-se.com

With Corynne Steindler
c.steindler@nypost-se.com

and Neel Shah

shah@nypost-se.com

Pam’s Pom-Poms

Pamela Anderson’s new fashion
line, MUSE, an eco and animal-friendly collection of swimwear, casual
wear, and shoes made its premiere at
New York Fashion Week earlier this
month. Anderson hooked up with couturier Richie Rich because she liked
the socially-responsible angle of his
work. The pair have been friends
for a while, Rich explained: “A few
years ago in Vegas, she had a T-shirt
collection …and she was like, ‘Doll up
my line!’ So I did. Glitter, pom-poms,
you name it!” The designer added that
designing an eco-friendly line devoid
of all animal products was a real challenge.

Down to a Tee

Babes With Balls

“Survivaballs” were spotted in five
Manhattan locations last week. These
“gated communities for one” are supposedly made by a corporate consortium dedicated to saving the richest folks from climate chaos. But it
doesn’t take a climatologist to predict
that these things are a big joke. Sources
say they’re actually a collaboration between The Yes Men and the House of
Yes, a Brooklyn collective of women
rumored to be behind the MTA Service Specialists who riled up the real
MTA last year.

In Judd Apatow’s new movie Funny
People, actor Seth Rogen is seen wearing the iconic “Respect Your Mother”
tee shirt. That’s good news for Global
Green, the group promoting a “green
schools” campaign to increase envi-

Jet in his fleet of more than 80 cars,
which includes a Bugatti, a Bentley
and a McLaren Formula One racing
car (average 3 mpg).

ronmental education in classrooms
across the U.S. Profits from sales of
the tee go to the organization’s efforts
to fund sustainable initiatives.

Leno’s Grand Prius

Model Behavior

Writers for Jay Leno’s Late Night
show have been talking about a fea-

Quick! Quick! A new Seuss Pic!

Universal Pictures and Illumination Entertainment have teamed up to bring
Dr. Seuss’s environmental tale, The Lorax, to a big screen near you on
Seuss’s birthday in 2012. The film will be animated and is slated
to be written by the duo behind Horton Hears a Who. The story
features a selfish entrepreneur who clear-cuts the forest of all
of its Truffala trees leaving no homes for the animals. Head of
Illumination, Chris Meledandri commented that Seuss author
Ted Geisel “was prescient in an uncanny way when he wrote
the book and explored themes of greed and how that can lead
to the destruction of the environment.”

turing a green car race on the show.
The LA Times reports:”One idea for
a recurring comedy bit includes a
‘green-car challenge,’ in which celebrities would race electric or hybrid
cars. Tom Cruise has already asked
whether he could do some practice
runs before competing, Leno said.
(The host told him practice runs are
forbidden.)” A well-known autohound, Leno himself has a GM Eco-

Top earning supermodel, mom-to-be
and football wife Gisele Bundchen
can add another feather to her cap: cartoon eco-hero. A new kids company,
A Squared Entertainment, has joined
AOL to produce a range of webisodes for girls featuring an animated
Bundchen, who lives a double life–as
supermodel by day, superhero protector of the environment by night. The
show will also include a financial cartoon for kids featuring investor whiz
Warren Buffett and a segment called
Little Martha starring an animation of
homemaker guru Martha Stewart.

Bono’s Big Belch
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the size and cost of the bands 360 world
tour, coming to New York this week. The
18-month romp, featuring a 200-person
crew and three 390-ton stages, will produce
65,000 tons of CO2—as much as a roundtrip flight to Mars!
When the tour reached Ireland in July, protests delayed the 100 trucks that had to drive
through narrow lanes to remove the custombuilt stage.

just isn’t one,” The Edge explained, speak-

FARMER’S

MARKET

ing to BBC 6 Music.
Talking Heads front man David Byrne
was less than impressed. Writing from Europe he commented: “It could be professional envy speaking here, but it sure looks like,
well, overkill, and just a wee bit out of balance given all the starving people in Africa.”
“As it happens we have a program to ‘offtortipede

U2 gets
Byrned:
Do-gooder
rock group
might as
well take a
spaceship to
Mars.

set’ whatever carbon footprint we have,”
The Edge retorted.
Offset? What’s that? “It’s buying your way
out of responsibility,” says Kevin Smith, author of “The Carbon Neutral Myth.” “It’s a
technological quick fix that’s deeply flawed
and used more as a means to absolve climate
sins rather than tackle the actual issue.”

Adamant Eva

GROUND

Desperate Housewives actress Eva Longoria
has hooked up with two green building and
real estate professionals to create “a dynamic
model for green retail centers.” The first
“eco-mall” designed by the company will
open in Portland OR, and will use 30% less
electricity than traditional malls, and 50%
less water, and will recycle over 1.2 million
gallons yearly. Renewable energy systems,
graywater treatment, natural light designs,
high-insulation roofs, high-efficiency faucets,
and rainwater catchment will all feature.

A Pair of Jeaniuses

AbsoluCteOlUyPONNOS

Songstress Alanis Morissette and actor Woody

Harrelson have joined forces to launch a new
line of environmentally friendly blue jeans. Reco

PESKRYS O N YO U R F RU IT

Jeans are made with more than 50% recycled den-

S TI C KE

im. Eventual demand is expected to be high. For

G LIARNCOEDS
LONIS
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SY B

now, though, they’re not easy to get hold of. Only
300 pairs were made available in the first production run. They were all sold in a dutch auction with
each would-be customer deciding what they were
prepared to pay. Reco says the bids received “will
influence pricing for future seasons.”

-OR- S

Desperate
to be green:
Longoria
figures it out

More celebrity photos at nypost-se.com
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Just cool stuff like…

FARMERS!
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“We’d love to have some alternative to big
trucks bringing the stuff around but there

The

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009

U2 guitarist The Edge has defended

Nuclear Financial Meltdown
Public won’t
foot bill for
new reactors
The nuclear industry has lately been
trying to frame nuclear energy as the
best solution to global climate change.
They’ve been seeking billions of dollars of subsidies in the energy and
climate bill that’s currently moving
through Congress, and they’ve provided large campaign contributions
to many Congresspeople to convince
them it’s the right thing to do.
But the Post has learned that nuclear
is far from the global-warming solution its proponents suggest, and that
this is hardly the first time that nuclear
power has sought massive subsidies.
In 2007, Congress tried to give $50
billion in taxpayers’ dollars to the
nuclear industry for new reactors. A
year later, an even larger federal loan
plan was on its way to the US Senate. Pushed by Senator John McCain,
it would have provided a half-trillion
dollars in new taxpayer guarantees to
build 45 new nuclear plants.
That’s big government at it’s worst!
With the economic meltdown last
year, the requested subsidies were put
on deep freeze. Many want them to
remain there forever. They point to a

:00
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Travis Seitler

Can’t live with ‘em... but can live without ‘em, says
new report, as nuclear industry breaks the bank.

number of problems with nuclear:
• Nuclear is responsible for as much
greenhouse gas as natural gas, when
the mining, processing, transport and
storage are taken into account.
• Nuclear power is expensive. With
the requested new reactors each costing nearly $10 billion, and with earlier reactors ending up costing double
what they were projected to, it’s no

wonder the hard-headed business
journos at Forbes magazine called
nuclear power “the greatest managerial disaster in business history.”
• Some have proposed “reprocessing” nuclear waste, but the Post has
learned that only 1% of nuclear waste
is actually reusable. That 1% is plutonium, and has long been considered
a nuclear weapons proliferation risk.

Furthermore, attempts to “reprocess”
the other 99% have been unsuccessful
and have left sites so highly contaminated that no company can afford the
cleanup bill. Taxpayers are left with
the tab, but no one really knows how
to do it.
• Nuclear waste dumps have been
vigorously opposed by every community selected for such a plan. Nuclear

waste remains toxic for millions of
years, and impossible to contain for
more than a few hundred at best.
Fortunately, it looks like there is an
alternative. A recent report, “Carbon
Free and Nuclear Free: A Roadmap
for US Energy Policy,” shows that
nuclear and fossil fuels could be entirely replaced with efficiency measures and renewable energy by 2040.

WE’RE BEYOND TALK /
OUT OF TIME /

HEARD ENOUGH about CLIMATE CHANGE? THEN do SOMETHING. BEYONDTALK.NET

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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Matthijs Koster

Solar water heaters pay for
themselves in three years, solar
panels in ten. China’s demand for
new products has catapulted it’s
solar industry to the forefront. It
now has the world’s largest solar
panel manufacturing industry.

jesabele

China’s Green Leap
Forward Overtakes U.S.
America is missing out on some
serious profits on the global market.
And guess who’s beating us to the
punch? It’s good ol’ Red China.
The so-called “People’s Republic”
has long been a dreary place, behind
the curve in human rights and, of
course, fashion. Among other things,
the Chinese government is known
for ruthlessly exploiting their plenti-

ful coal supply – polluting their cities and rivers to the point that some
areas, especially in the Northeast, are
now barely livable.
But changes are afoot. China’s current five-year plan boasts some of the
most ambitious energy efficiency and
renewable energy targets in the world.
The Chinese dragon is roaring to the
lead on solar and wind power both at

home and abroad, with China set to
be the world’s leading manufacturer
of wind turbines by the end of 2009.
As for solar, China’s share of
world solar panel production stood
at just 1% in 2003. Four years later,
it reached 18%, making China the
world’s top manufacturer. China’s
share of the solar water heater market, too, is already a whopping 60%.

Chinese wind farms like this one in Xinjiang have been built so quickly
that the power grid can’t keep up.

These heaters usually pay for themselves in three years, making them an
easy sell to homeowners.
Chinese companies have created
thousands of jobs and attracted billions of dollars in new investments
and orders in a very short time. A
number of these solar companies
have near-instantly reached $100 million in sales or greater.

The US, once the undisputed leader
in the design and manufacturing of
solar systems, has since 2000 fallen
way behind the pace of global growth.
The time is coming quickly when new
lights will shine. And when they light
up, they will be Chinese or German
unless the US wakes up.
Will the U.S. ever catch up? We’ll
see—but time is running out.

Long Island: Second wind for offshore turbines
New, clean energy for New York City
is blowing in the wind.
The Long Island Power Authority
(LIPA) is teaming up with Con Ed to
explore a proposal for up to 100 wind
turbines off the Rockaways in Queens.
The energy capacity of the farm is a
whopping 300 megawatts—enough
to provide electricity for hundreds of
thousands of homes—and could easily
be upgraded to double that generating
power, making it the largest offshore

wind proposal in America.
The plan, which puts the wind farm
ten miles out to sea, is a winner environmentally and economically. The
project would create well-paying construction jobs and permanent maintenance positions.
In 2007, LIPA cancelled a plan for
40 wind turbines off the coast of Jones
Beach in 2007 after wealthy residents complained it would spoil the
view, and LIPA Chairman Kevin Law

claimed, “It doesn’t make any economic sense.”
At the time, opposition to the cost
of the plan failed to take into account
that as a developing technology, costs
will decrease over time. Furthermore,
the distributed cost only amounted to
an increase of $2.50 per month per
person. Given a relatively young US
wind energy market, the projected cost
for the project was not unreasonable,
experts concluded.

This time, opponents will have even
less to flap about.
The proposed Rockaways turbines
are 2-3 times further from shore. And
the wind energy market has grown
substantially, so the construction costs
are even more affordable.
“As a state and as a nation, we must
find alternative solutions to traditional
fossil fuel sources,” said New York
Governor David A. Paterson. “By taking advantage of the natural resources

that New York has to offer, we will
position ourselves to be the national
leader in renewable and alternative energy as our economy emerges from the
current crisis.”
The Rockaways offshore wind project is part of the governor’s “45 by 15”
program, which sets the goal for NY
state to meet 45 percent of its electricity needs through improved energy efficiency and renewable sources by the
year 2015.

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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Wonderword
How to play: All the words below
appear in the puzzle to the right —
horizontally, vertically, diagonally,
even backwards.
WORD LIST:
Greenhouse
Warming
Methane
Ice shelf
Carbon
Destabilized
Tornado
Quantum
Sea level
Conveyor
Abrupt
Desertify
Feedback
Clathrate
Hurricane
Ice age
Food riot
Freezing
Extinction
Deforestation
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THE CLIMATE CHANGE ALARM HAS
BEEN SOUNDING FOR DECADES AND WORLD
LEADERS KEEP HITTING THE SNOOZE BUTTON.

Save cash, save the world,
all from your own home

T

SO TODAY THE
GLOBAL WAKE UP
CALL BEGINS

NASA

he South Pacific island nation of Tuvalu is converting entirely to renewable
energy. Why? Because most of their
country will disappear if sea levels rise
more than 3 feet.
The island city of Manhattan, too, could lose
much due to sea level rise. Can we act, as Tuvalu has, before it’s too late?
We at the Post think the answer is “yes.” Here
are some of the ways you can help New York to
compete with Tuvalu—and save yourself a ton
of money as well.

Oregon DOT

Install solar panels, and/or “solar thermal”
(see “Home Heating Help”). Thanks to a 30%
Federal tax credit, a 25% NY State tax credit,
and exemption from sales and property tax, installing these systems is more affordable than
ever. And NYSERDA provides reduced interest-rate loans for these things. Solar thermal
systems can pay for themselves in 3 years, and
solar panels in 10 years, and you can sell excess
power back to your electric company and make
money. As of last month, Home Depot will come
to your house and install solar panels.
Start a garden! It’s healthy and fun. Or buy
from local farmers’ markets. It’s funner to shop
there, and eating local, seasonal foods eliminates enormous amounts of carbon emissions.
Drink tapwater! New York has the best, from
pristine lakes up north. Get a water bottle and fill
and refill it. (Importing water from Fiji is pure
insanity, but buying bottled water period is ridiculous, wallet-wise and for the planet.)
Buy things with less packaging, buy used

PLEASE CALL YOUR ELECTED
OFFICIALS RIGHT NOW AND TELL THEM
Jeezny

Switch to compact fluorescent bulbs. They
come in all shapes, sizes, and types. They cost
more upfront, but they more than pay for themselves over the long term.
Use power strips. TVs, computers, sterios, and other devices use power even when
switched off. Plug them into power strips and
shut off the strip when not used, and you’ll save
lots of money. Going on vacation or just a short
weekend trip? Unplug everything!
Buy a new refrigerator. They consume half
as much electricity as those made in 2001, and
much less than those manufactured in the 1990s
or earlier. Many utility companies and municipalities have rebate incentives and free collection programs to encourage replacing old kitchen appliances.
Install a timer to switch your hot-water heater
off at night. A $10 insulation “blanket” for your
water heater will also save energy.

* WE NEED A STRONG CLIMATE TREATY

IN COPENHAGEN IN DECEMBER.

* WE NEED A STRONG CLIMATE BILL
FROM THE US CONGRESS.

TELL THEM TO WAKE UP NOW BECAUSE

THEY'RE ALREADY REALLY LATE!!!

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA:

202.456.1111

NEW YORK SENATOR KRISTEN GILLIBRAND: 202.224.4451
NEW YORK SENATOR CHARLES SCHUMER: 202.224.6542

NEW YORK STATE GOVERNOR PATTERSON: 518.474.8390

okreitz

And oh, recycle as much as you can. That
helps a bit too.
There’s one more thing you can do, that could
do more than all of these steps combined. You
could get together with a few hundred friends,
march down to the US Capitol building in Washington, and demand that our government take
strong action to fix the climate. Even a smaller
group can make a splash and put pressure on
leaders. Visit BeyondTalk.net for ideas!

For more information visit www.tcktcktck.org

nypost-se.com

goods, buy locally-produced products.
Use a clothesline. Gas and electric clothes dryers are expensive and can consume thousands of
dollars of electricity every year, but a retractable
clothesline or collapsible clothes rack can work
just as well and costs $10.

AND NOW THEY'RE REALLY LATE.

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009

Steps YOU Can Take
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New all-white roofs keep buildings
cooler, and don’t burn your feet.

Food not lawns
What if you could have a nice front
yard that actually helped you provide that healthy meal? According to
Heather Flores, author of Food Not
Lawns, you easily could.
American front lawns comprise nearly 23 million acres of land, and cost
over $30 billion dollars every year.
What if that were money in our pocket? Transforming just one sixth of an
acre into a garden can produce enough
vegetables for a family of six. And that
family only has to go as far as their
garden to get a good healthy meal.

THE GOOD LIFE
Having it all. You can live an NYC lifestyle that’s ethical, inexpensive, and non-stop fun.
Biking, farmer’s markets, and vintage stores are just three ways to save money and enjoy
yourself at the same time.

Living well in Gotham
Think living a “green” life is only
for yuppies and rich folks?
Tired of hearing Whole Foodsshopping, soy-Frappuccino-drinking,
Prius-driving, eco-tourist liberal
trust-funders claim to be good people because they frequent particular
megachains or take expensive ecoholidays with “carbon offsets” included?
Well, don’t despair. There’s hope.
If you really want to lead an impactfree lifestyle, you don’t have to be
rich. You can do it for cheap, and a
lot better than they do. All it takes is
common sense, plus seven top-secret
tips known only to cognoscenti (that’s
Latin for people who don’t shop at
Whole Foods).
• Get something used instead of
new. It’s just as nice the second time
around, but it’ll cost a lot less—to
you AND the environment. Sure,
you can pay $120 for that designer
whatchamacallit that’ll fall apart the
second you step out of your hybrid,
or you can pay $10 for the same
thing and not care whether you get
splashed by that hybrid as you’re biking to work. You can even pack an
extra two or three of them to change

into. New York is chock-full of great
second-hand deals, especially outside
of Manhattan.
• Ditch your ride and take public
transit. We’ve got the best system in
the country.
• Buy a bike. As of this year, it’s safer than ever thanks to the more than
200 miles of bike lanes completed in
the last 3 years (and there are plans for
much more!). You can bike off-street
for hours on bike paths following the
Hudson River, the East River, around
Roosevelt Island, across all Manhattan bridges, and all through Brooklyn
and Queens. You’ll get exercise, and
you’ll save the time and money you
would have spent on a gym. Check
out the maps of all bike lanes and
paths at www.nycbikemaps.com.
• Even better, build a bike. For a
pittance, the Freegan Bike Workshop
(www.freegan.info) will show you
how to build a bike yourself (all materials included). Then you can be your
own mechanic and ride free forever,
or for the occasional cost of a new
tube or chain.
• Need to see pretty trees or the
ocean? Take Metro North up the Hudson or Connecticut coast, or NJ Tran-

sit to the Jersey
Shore. It’s funner,
safer, and cheaper
than traveling by
car, and the enviEd Yourdon
ronment benefits
too. Plus, hardly
anyone ever gets train-sick.
• Can’t get to the country this weekend? The country comes to New
York. Farmer’s markets mean no lines
and great conversations with cheerful
farmers who actually want to build
a relationship with you. Yesterday
I learned about how to raise bees in
Connecticut, how to tap a maple tree
in New Hampshire, and what it’s like
to swim in a quarry. There are 18
year-round farmers markets in New
York City, and another 25 locations in
the summer months. For a complete
list, visit www.cenyc.org/greenmarket. (Whole Foods, by the way, does
not get much of its produce from local farmers. It’s as bad for small businesses as Wal-Mart.)
• Drink tap water. It adheres to
similar standards as bottled water;
the only real difference between the
two is the price. It doesn’t require
pumping, it’s naturally protected and

shell belle

filtered, and you can actually go visit
the source—a system of 19 reservoirs
and three lakes in upstate New York,
some flowing to the city from as far as
125 miles away.
See? You don’t need a silver spoon
dangling from your Burt’s-Beestreated lips to do things right. And
that’s good news for all of us.
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New York’s
all white
with me
New Yorkers used to call sunbathing
on their pitch-black roofs “going to
tar beach.” Now we’ll need some new
slang, because Big Apple residents are
turning their roofs white to cut down
on energy costs.
Dark roofs absorb heat, and the top of
the city’s buildings can hit 180 degrees
on a scorcher. A light-colored roof reflects the sun’s heat. It helps keep the
rooms inside cool. And as thousands
are discovering, cool really is the new
cool, in more ways than one.
Studies show that white roofs can
reduce air-conditioning costs by 20%
or more. Energy Secretary Steven
Chu, appearing on the Daily Show last
month, urged Americans to “Make it
White.”
Chu has been pushing the issue for
years. Now New York manufacturers are following his lead, producing
shiny white plastic skins for use when
re-roofing. Chu reckons that in two decades every roof in the nation could be
made from the energy-saving material.
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Rev. Billy
takes the F.
Mayor Mike
in his office.

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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AROUND
THE BOROUGHS

Manhattan

VoterBilly

BILLY VS
BLOOMY
Everyone knows that Bloomy is a
shoo-in for this November’s mayoral
election. He won his fight to overturn
term limits so he could run a third time.
He’s spending tens of millions of his
own money on the campaign. He’s
got the respect of business leaders and
property owners throughout the city.
And those bike lanes have made him
popular with pretty much everyone.
It would take a miracle for anyone to
even run close. Maybe that’s why the
Green Party has a man of the cloth on
their ticket—or a fake one, anyway.
Reverend Billy, the self-appointed
head of the Church of Life After Shopping, is famous for his zany shenanigans all over our fair city. You may
have seen him leading his gospel choir
into Starbucks or the Disney Store,
calling on the “sinners” to leave the big
chains and support local-owned businesses instead.
They even made a movie about him:
“What Would Jesus Buy?”
Now he’s running for Mayor on a super-low budget, keeping it grassroots
with his Subway Whistlestop Tours
and Neighborhood Barbeques in small
local parks.
This guy is obviously a goofball.
He’s one of those colorful nuts that
keeps New York interesting. But as it
turns out, behind the hijinks, the Rev
has some serious points to make.
He talks about New York’s “Fabu-

Rubenstein

lous Five Hundred Neighborhoods”
and wants to keep them “Livable and
vibrant, healthy and safe” by:
• protecting the quality of our water,
air, and food
• keeping our precious green spaces
public and well-maintained
• creating a sweatshop-free city with
tax and zoning polices that encourage
local-owned businesses
• introducing a Green New Deal including free mass transit, congestion
pricing, and eco-retrofitting and construction projects that will provide
local job creation and entrepreneurial
opportunities
• helping working people. His campaign song is that old Sinatra fave,
“New York, New York” with a rewritten first line: “Start spreading the
wealth…”
His program seems to be attracting
support. After months of hard work by
his volunteers to get him on the ballot,
the Reverend Billy turned in 18,350
signatures for his campaign—more
than double the 7,500 needed.
Is he going to win? Well, it’d take a
miracle for Antibillionaire Billy to beat
Superbillionaire Bloomy. But the Rev
is determined to reach as many New
Yorkers with his holy Green message
as possible.
After that it’s in the hands of the
Lord.

n The Post is no fan of the US Postal
Service. Waiting an hour on line to
send off Grandma’s birthday gift is
not our idea of fun. But USPS has
done something right with the new
roof on their 28th Street Processing facility. They’ve made it green
by planting native trees and plants.
The roof will help USPS to meet its
30% energy reduction goal and save
$30,000 annually in cooling and
heating costs. Let’s hope the cash
goes to improving the service.
n Chelsea’s Pier 57 is getting a
green makeover as part of the fancyschmancy Hudson River Park project. The renovated pier will feature
an open-air market, educational
space and an outdoor movie theater.
The designers, LOT-EK, will recycle
old shipping containers as part of the
design. Workspaces below the park
will be rented out to local artists.
Very Chelsea.
n The Great White Way is going green. Thanks to the Broadway
Green Alliance, producers of shows
such as Wicked and 9 to 5 will make
their productions more eco-friendly.
The cast of 9 to 5 are drinking from
reusable water bottles and wearing
recyclable wig caps. Rechargeable
batteries are being used in the mikes
and compact fluorescent light bulbs
have been installed in the show’s
dressing rooms. It’s a low glow
show!

Brooklyn
n A borough a-buzz. Beekeeping is
illegal in NYC but a group of busy
beekeepers in Brooklyn are stealthily
producing local honey anyway. The
undercover apiarists are simultaneously working with organizations
like Just Food to get the law changed
so they can continue their work in the
open. Ain’t that sweet?
n Looking for the greenest block in
Brooklyn? Look no further. Lincoln

Road has just been awarded the 15th
annual Greenest Block award by the
Brooklyn Botanic Gardens, beating
out 70 competitors. The block features a children’s garden and was
praised for its outreach efforts—over
80% of residents are participating.
n Brooklyn Bowl is the place to go
for the eco-minded bowler. The new
environmentally friendly bowling
alley is run entirely by wind power,
with air conditioning and lights on
special triggers for optimal energy
efficiency. The surface of the lanes
is made from recycled materials and
drinks are only served in reusable
glasses—no plastic allowed!

Queens
n 1,500 Long Island City residents
are to test drive Con Ed’s smart grid
pilot. Costing $6 million to implement, the scheme will increase efficiency by providing customers with
a smart meter that can give advance
notice of outages and allow for remote meter reading.
n Queen’s first ‘Vegetables for Seniors’ program has been a huge success with large quantities of locally
grown vegetables being donated
to local seniors. The program was
hailed as a great way for people
to give back to their communities
and encourage the consumption of
healthy, sustainable food. Enjoy your
greens, Granma!
n From parking to park. The old
commuter lot at Queens Plaza is to be
turned into a 1.5 acre park and public
walking area. Local residents are delighted, depsite the traffic congestion
caused by construction. The project
will be completed by 2011.

Staten Island
n After visiting the Bay Area to
learn about efforts on campuses to increase sustainability, Dave Hammill
wrote a proposal to create a Student
Sustainability Coordinator position

at his own school, Wagner College,
on Staten Island. Senior staff approved the proposal, and Dave filled
the job. He turned the campus green
by setting up an active hothouse and
a robust recycling system, as well as
a trayless cafeteria to reduce wastefulness. Students are encouraged to
have their own dorm plants, join the
Earth club, and use LED light bulbs.
n Created by artist Mary Mattingly,
the Waterpod is a solar-powered
floating eco-system featuring a garden, farm, chickens, and living area.
Last month it was moored off Staten
Island’s North Shore; this month it
embarks on a journey down the East
River, advertising one artist’s innovative solution to the threats of climate change and rising tides. Happy
sailing Mary!

Bronx
n An apartment apart. The just-built
New Hope Walton Building provides
public housing for 60 families in the
Bronx. Employing non-toxic materials and energy efficient lighting and
appliances, the new eco-friendly
building was developed by the notfor-profit Mount Hope Housing.
n Greens-R-Us. Children in the
Bronx are learning to love their local greens as part of Bronx Green
Middle School’s cooking program.
The kids are helping in the kitchen to
prepare fresh produce from Katchkie
farm, as well as to grow their own
vegetables.
n The Bronx school district continues to lead other boroughs in green
education with their after school
program “GreenFab”. The program
focuses on creating sustainable technologies. Working with NYU graduate students, as well as teachers from
Vision Education and Media and
Sustainable South Bronx, students
have collaborated on final projects
such as wind turbines created from
recycled material. Top marks to all!

Let us know the local news from your borough.
Write to us at local@nypost-se.com.
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A

What We Need

succession of startling reports on the
acceleration of global warming have
recently come to the Post’s attention.
We felt it was our duty to make sure you, the
public, were armed with the cold hard facts
on this issue.
Why did we choose to do so today, Sept.
21? Because tomorrow, more than 100 world
leaders will meet in our city, at the UN Headquarters on 43rd Street. We want them to
break through their deadlocks and disagreements, so they can achieve a meaningful climate treaty in Copenhagen, Denmark in just
over two months’ time.

M

Keeping Our Word

any of us were raised with that
old-fashioned conservative idea
that our word was our bond. It’s
the kind of thing that liberals will never understand, and it’s what made America great.
Let other other countries weasel out of treaties, like the old Soviet Union constantly did.
They got the reputation they deserved and
collapsed on their own rotten foundation.
Today, it turns out that our politicians have
sold us down the same river the Soviet Union
sank in.
Seventeen years ago, 154 nations signed
the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change. They included the USA. We all
agreed to cut down on greenhouse gas emissions, because we all knew, even back then,
that climate change was endangering the
whole world’s future.
Today, almost 20 years later, the U.S. is the
one country that’s done the single worst job

J

We New Yorkers know exactly what could
happen to our city if they do not succeed.
Mayor Bloomberg has commissioned a study
from top scientists showing that the effect of
climate disaster would be especially harsh
for our city.
We New Yorkers also know that we’re doing our part. Tomorrow, and in the weeks to
come we’ve got to show world leaders—and
especially our leaders in Washington—that
it’s time for them to do theirs.
It’s time to move beyond talk, and hold our
leaders accountable for our future, and the
future of the next generations.

in the world of living up to that contract. We
have the highest per capita emissions of any
country in the world by far, and to date we
have refused to take the necessary action to
reduce them.
We’ve dishonored our word, and we’ve dishonored all the men and women who died to
make our country what it is.
In the America we all knew and loved, that
was the worst thing you could possibly do.
But all is not lost. There’s still time to force
our government to shape up—to pay off its
debts, live up to its contracts, and restore its
sacred honor. The due date is Dec. 7, and the
place is UN Climate Change Conference in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
If the Senate can sign a strong climate bill
by that date, and the President can sign a
strong international treaty as a result, then
America can shine once again. And, once
more, we can be as a light unto the nations.

Sayonara CO2 (sorta)

apan has just agreed to cut its carbon
emissions by 25% from 1990 levels
over the next decade. That approaches
the level (40%) recommended by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a
group of the world’s top climate scientists.
But there’s a hitch: Japan will only act if the
world’s other rich countries act too.
Europe is fully committed to a 25% cut, but
the US is not. Our pledge is a reduction of

exactly zero off 1990 levels. In other words,
we’re holding up the show.
The US is responsible for a quarter of global emissions and has the highest per capita
rate in the world. Despite being the biggest
emitter, we have one of the weakest CO2 reduction targets of all the developed nations.
Japan’s stance foreshadows bigger troubles
in Copenhagen if we in the US don’t get our
act together—fast.

A REBATEABLE POINT

Gecko Photo

l I like tax rebates. Washington should never have taken
my money in the first place.
But if the IRS wants to send
me back something nice in the
post, well, hell, put a first class
stamp on it.
But sending out checks
doesn’t do much for the
economy, really. Most people
spend them on rent and food,
or cheap clothes from China.
I’ve had an idea for a rebate
package that can help businesses, cut utilities bills, and
save the planet too.
How about if the government sent every US household
a gift card that could be used
only to buy a range of energy

Electronics still use power
when they seem off, power
strips turn them off completely.

saving products?
The card would be programmed to cover the purchase of: a power strip, so
you could more easily turn off
all your electrical appliances
overnight; a solar charger for
a laptop or a cell phone; an insulation blanket and timer for

a hot water tank; a supply of
energy-saving light bulbs; and
a retractable clothesline, for
use inside or out, to cut down
on use of power-guzzling
clothes driers.
The manufacturers of these
products would have to take
on new workers to meet the
demand. Households would
save on average $600 annually. And the environment
would benefit from a big drop
in greenhouse gas emissions.
Just one thing though.
Don’t let the banks take a cut
on the use of the gift card.
They’ve had enough of our
money already.
Alessandra Cuomo
Greenpoint, Brooklyn

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

COLD WAR, WARMING WAR
l When I was a kid, we were
at war with the Axis. We all
pulled together and won. A
lot of blood was shed, a lot of
sacrifices were made, but we
didn’t complain, we just did
what we had to do as a country
and we ended up on top.
Same thing with the Cold
War. The Communists were
our enemy. We had to beat
them and we did.
But it’s not a Cold War
now. It’s a Warming War. We
have to beat it or we’re go-

ing to lose everything we’ve
fought for since we started out
as a country: our land, our security, and our freedom.
We need to get our act together now, pull together and
fight the good fight.
And what about the folks
who say global warming isn’t
happening, or doesn’t matter—despite everything the
Pentagon and all the NobelPrize-winning scientists in the
world have to say?
I say they’re traitors, the
same kind of opportunists

who would have been happy
to see us lose WWII.
A lot of them are making a
buck off dirty energy. Some
of them don’t know the facts.
But most of them are just
GUTLESS, afraid to make the
sacrifices we’re going to have
to make to change our economy around.
We can’t let ourselves be
distracted. It’s almost too late
already, but not quite. Let’s
win this thing.
Sheila McIvers
Jackson Heights, Queens

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

HE HEARS US KNOCKING
BUT WE CAN'T COME IN
l I’m a man of faith, now
in my golden years. I always
thought I was going to a better place when my time on
earth was up. But lately,
when I picture myself at the
Pearly Gates, I hear the celestial voice, and it’s not happy:
“What have you done to the
fish of the sea and the birds of
the air?” the Lord demands.

“Thou hast trashed the place!”
I stutter and stammer and
say, “I... I was only supporting
the American economy.” The
Lord is far from pleased. He’s
probably thinking this blessed
planet would now be in better
shape if He’d never brought
Adam forth.
We’ve enjoyed the fruits of
our labors and taken full measure of the yield of the lands.
We have burned the oil and

the coal and driven our machines far and wide. Now we
find ourselves upon the edge
of mass extinction.
It’s clear we’re going to have
some explaining to do when
we stand at the Gates.
The choice couldn’t be clearer: Either we deal with the carbon and dioxide now, or the
fire and the brimstone later.
Ed Rodney
Forest Hills, Queens

EMAIL: letters@nypost-se.com WRITE to The Editor, The New York Post, 1211 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10036. Include name, address, and daytime phone number. No unverifiable
letters will be published. The Post reserves the right to edit all letters.
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They Get the Mine, We Get the Shaft
ongress has a present
for your Christmas
stocking: a lump of

has made hundreds of lakes uninhabitable to aquatic life, espeLUCY
COSTA cially in the northeast U.S.
coal.
The coal industry is now
Even though a recent ABC
promoting what they’re callNews / Washington Post shows that ing “Clean Coal,” but experts say
75% of U.S. residents “want the gov- it’s a scam (See “No Fire Without
ernment to initiate policies that ad- Smoke”). When burned using the
dress climate change,” government newest technology, coal emits fewer
and Big Coal are hard at work pro- heavy-metal pollutants, but often just
tecting the status quo. Taxpayers are as much CO2. A new plant being built
paying for it through the nose—and in south central Illinois, the Prairie
all the way down to their lungs.
State Energy Campus, is touted as
The facts are well known. More than having “clean new technology”—but
40% of all global CO2 emissions are it’s going to emit just as much CO2 as
attributed to coal-fired power plants. plants built in the 1950s.
They also release large quantities of
Yet government keeps subsidizing
toxic heavy metals including mer- coal-fired plants. Prairie State Energy
cury, arsenic, lead, and sulfur dioxide. alone is receiving millions of dollars
In a recent study, 291 streams tested in subsidies. Since 2003, Illinois has
across the U.S. contained mercury subsidized the state’s coal industry to
directly from coal-fired power plants. the tune of $75 million.
Acid rain, formed when sulfur dioxThat $75 million, together with the
ide from power plants mixes with air, current 30% federal tax credit for re-

A highly destructive form of coal mining called mountaintop removal has
devastated one million acres in the Appalachian Mountains. Electricity partly
generated from this kind of coal is used across America. It could easily come
from cleaner sources of energy.

newable energy systems, could have
put solar panels on 5,700 Illinois
houses—reducing emissions and saving those households 30-40% of their
electric bill every month for the rest
of their lives. Yet instead, taxpayers

are paying to pollute their own air,
hurting the health of their children
and the future of the planet.
Many coal industry spokesmen
claim that coal costs less than solar.
But experts say that equation doesn’t

include the full cost of coal.
For starters, there’s the hidden cost
of all the taxpayer money currently
subsidizing plants like the one in Illinois. And then there’s the cost to
society of coal extraction and emissions.
“The coal industry says coal is
cheaper, but they also advocate
blowing up mountains and plowing
the rubble into nearby streams and
valleys,” said James McGuinness of
Climate Ground Zero (climategroundzero.org), referring to the practice
of mountaintop removal mining
common in in Kentucky and West
Virginia. It also results in massive
deforestation. “They’re making big
swaths of our country look like the
surface of Mars. How is that cheap?”
“If you take the environmental and
health costs of coal into account, and
consider that solar panels will give
you cash savings for the rest of your
life, then solar is the much, much
cheaper alternative,” said McGuinness.

Pro-Bike Commissioner Got It Right
An apology to New York Post readers
STEVE
CUOZZO

“T

o err is human,” they say.
Or someone once said.
He said it at a time when
Times Square was a verdant patch in
the middle of a sparsely inhabited island. Or probably was—we’ll never
know.
Anyhow, we all make mistakes, and
I’m no exception. But I like to think
that, when I do get it wrong, I’m big
enough to hold up my hands and say
“Sorry.”
In a couple of recent columns I’ve

pooh-poohed Mayor Bloomberg’s
transport commissioner, Janette SadikKhan, whose bike lanes and pedestrian plazas are spreading across
our city.
I’ve suggested that Ms Sadik-Khan is an elitist, anti-car,
know-nothing ball of ambition, with
her sights firmly set on a job with the
White House, and more interested in
pandering to tourists than real New
Yorkers. I even proposed she should
move to Copenhagen, a city whose
transport system she openly admires.
I’ve said that her bike lanes are little
used.
Then I looked at the facts. It’s time
to eat crow, because the facts tell a dif-

baja_nyc

Sadik-Khan championed car-free
Times Square that residents love.

ferent story.
First the bike lanes: They’re working. The 200 new miles added in the
last three years (the plan is for 1,800
by 2030) are attracting huge numbers
of new cyclists—35% more in 2008
than in 2007, for example. And the
bikers aren’t tourists. People are rid-

ing to work: the number of bike
commuters is expected to triple
by 2020.
The more bikes and bike lanes
there are, the safer cycling becomes. The number of riders
doubled in the city between 1999
and 2007, but in the same period
accidents involving cyclists fell
from 4,000 to 2,500. The Times
Square improvements have reduced injuries there by 50%.
And the pedestrianization of Times
Square? I’ve written that it’s bad for
traffic and bad for business. Wrong and
wrong again. Traffic flow through the
Bowtie has actually improved, which
maybe shouldn’t surprise us: the previous average speed in the area was just
4 mph!
Businesses in the area are welcom-

The B-roll

ing the friendlier environment outside
their stores and offices. “The time
for improving congestion at Herald
Square—Macy’s front yard—is long
overdue,” said Ed Goldberg, vice-president of government and community
relations at Macy’s. “This project will
create a much safer and more enjoyable experience for everyone at this
important shopping and transportation
hub, and we applaud Mayor Bloomberg for taking this innovative and exciting approach.”
A recent Quinnipiac poll found the
Broadway plan was supported 58% to
34% by New Yorkers, and more than
two to one by Manhattanites. It’s hard
to find anything most New Yorkers
agree on, but the dissenting voices on
this one are few.
Now, there’s one less.
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Power to the People
RAMONA
ESTER

I

f there has ever been
a subject to inflame
Americans, it’s government-run health care.
Many fear the idea of powerful groups making decisions about their personal
health and well-being.
But electricity affects our
lives nearly as fundamentally as health care does.
And it’s operated in the
most top-down, elite-run,
government-controlled

I

way imaginable.
Remember the “Great
Brownouts” of 2003?
They were a stark reminder that we can’t take it for
granted that electricity
will eternally be delivered
to our home. It’s the giant utilities that control
whether we get power for
our TVs, lights, computers,
microwaves, heaters and
air conditioners.
Why do we fight gun control, or government health
care, yet allow elites living
far away to control our refrigerators?

Electric companies are
mainly concerned about
their bottom line, not our
well-being. That’s why
they’re pressuring Washington to keep using coal
and natural gas as our primary energy source, and
not to cap CO2 emissions.
They seem to want to control not only our electricity, but our whole planet’s
destiny!
The only way to fight for
our future is to generate
our power ourselves.
The average homeowner
pays $1500-$2500 per year

What If I’m Wrong?

’m worried about climate
tive benefits, I would think:
change—so much so that
I’m glad we learned to rely
COLIN
I’ve figured out how to
less on foreign oil, or on the
BEAVAN
lead an emissions-free life,
energy company. I’m glad
and I spend all my time saying we as our lives are more secure and indea society should do the same thing.
pendent.
But what if I’m wrong? What if we
I’m glad we created 5 million or
go to all the trouble and expense of more new energy efficiency and
reducing our CO2 emissions, only to renewable energy jobs in the US.
discover there never WAS a climate I’m glad we learned to save billions
change problem?
through more efficient energy use.
First, I’d praise God there’s no caI’m glad children with asthma can
tastrophe to contend with. Then, since breathe, now that the air isn’t full of
many of the measures needed to deal toxins from exhaust pipes and smokewith climate change will have posi- stacks. I’m glad we created good pub-

Y

in electric costs. Multiply
that times 10 years, and
that’s $15,000 to $25,000.
A rooftop solar installation
costs around that amount,
and provides free power
for decades. With current
federal tax credits of 30%
of the solar cost, and with
many states having additional rebates of 30% plus
sales tax and property tax
exemptions, the cost of
generating your own power is pretty delicious.
Knowing you’re helping
save the whole planet—
that’s gravy.

lic transport so that families can save
money on cars.
I’m glad we replaced suburbs with
villages, with their strong community
bonds. I’m glad we developed local,
healthier food systems, and got off the
work-more-to-spend-more treadmill.
In short, I’m glad we embraced the
opportunities presented by climate
change to improve our society the
way we should have anyway.
And now, to turn the question back
on those who say climate change isn’t
real, or isn’t a serious problem: What
if I’m right?

StarSchmucks

ou’ve seen it. It’s
now jumped on the
spread all over our
bandwagon of cliEDWARD
great city like a
mate change. These
ERICHSEN
plague of green pox.
Johnny-come-lattes
This plague, weirdly, has a face: a have all kinds of info in their store
hippie mermaid with a really dumb about how some small percentage
smile.
of their waste is recycled. They even
You guessed it: the Starbucks logo.
went “fair trade” in the face of a
In case you haven’t heard: after threatened consumer boycott.
building up a carbon footprint the
What a grande insult to our intellisize of Bigfoot (if Bigfoot had 16,000 gence.
franchises, that is), Starbucks has
Yuppie liberals may lap it up—but

real New Yorkers are in a double froth.
Not only have the Starschmucks put
the death-grip on our favorite local
coffee shops, they have the nerve to
try to “greenwash” their image, when
really they’re just another megachain
shipping their crap back and forth all
over the world.
We need local businesses, and we
need them to be real green—not the
money-green of that strange, creepy
logo.

ACTS
F
E
G
A
B
R
GA
What we throw away is either burnt, producing
polluting smoke, or buried, creating methane, a
powerful greenhouse gas. It’s a problem that needs
tackling, and it’s a big one.

DID YOU KNOW?

• The U.S. produces 30% of the world’s garbage
• Americans produce on average more than 4.5
lbs of garbage each day

• The garbage produced in America annually

could fill a line of garbage trucks that reached
the moon

• It could also cover the state of Texas 2.5 times
• It includes enough food to feed more than
100 million people

• It costs nearly $50 billion/yr to dispose of
• 80% of products are used once and then
discarded

• Only 5% of plastic and only 50% of paper
trash are recycled

• More than 30% of waste is packaging
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n Climate change de-Nile is
catching up to Egyptians. The
UN has identified the Egyptian
Nile Delta as one of the three
areas most vulnerable to increased flooding as a result of
higher sea levels. The rising sea
is simultaneously eroding the
coastline of the country, while
increasing the salinity of the
water, thus destroying coastal
farms.

alternatives to the hydropower
that currently accounts for
60% of the country’s energy.
The government is taking note
by investing heavily in renewable energy resources like wind
power and solar cells.

Tibet
reurinkjan

Arctic

n There could be 2.7 billion
very thirsty people in China as
climate change in Tibet threatens the water supply for several
of the main rivers that large proportions of the country depend
on. Average temperatures in Tibet have risen significantly faster than the global mean, causing
rivers to shrink.

Britain

Guatemala / Nicaragua

n The British government is
spending $846 million to install
“smart grid systems” in four
major cities. These grids will be
able to handle the effects of unpredictable weather on energy
systems and allow citizens to
create their own power via solar
panels, etc.

n Coffee growers in Central
America are being forced to
close their farms as increased
temperatures make low-elevations farms infertile for growing
coffee. Warming temperatures
and increasing dryness are forcing farmers to seek higher elevation farms, if possible, and
even then many are forced to
diversify their crops beyond
coffee production.

n Water levels in Kenya are at
a record low because of climate
change and illegal logging,
forcing the country to look for

giving priority to environmental
concerns when deciding upon
investments.

France
Flashpacking Life

shortie

Bangladesh
n Bangladesh faces extreme

n As Bangladesh loses freshwater from glaciers, and land
from flooding, hundreds of millions of people will need to relocate. Meanwhile, India is building a giant wall that rivals the
Great Wall of China on its border with Bangladesh. Many believe these two facts are closely
connected....

Norway
n Show me the green money
says Norway’s “Oil Fund”,
the biggest owner of European stocks. The $380 billion
fund that manages the profits
from Norway’s oil and gas is
encouraging and investing in
companies that are eco-friendly,

being transformed into green
roofs, featuring extensive gardens. A hospital, kindergarten,
and a number of government
office buildings have already
installed gardens, with 28 hospitals to follow. The gardens
reduce the temperature on the
roof 55 degrees, thereby saving
on air conditioning.

penses each year.

Nepal
Ecoagriculture Partners

Australia

India

n The volume of older sea ice
in the Arctic has shrunk more
than 57% since 2004. Tundra
fires are becoming more frequent as global climate change
makes the Arctic warmer and
drier. These fires release large
amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere, further contributing to
climate change. For example,
a fire on Alaska’s North Slope
recently released 1.3 million
metric tons of carbon dioxide.

Kenya

consequences of climate change
from rising sea-levels and
flooding due to glacier melt.
And now, the Red Cross and
the UN say increased poverty
among the population has led to
a rise in slavery and trafficking
as families become increasingly
vulnerable to exploitation. Research suggests similar patterns
in other developing nations
of increased trafficking due to
environmental migration and
poverty.

n French wine—extinct? A
group of prominent members
of the French wine industry is
saying this could happen unless carbon emissions rates are
curbed now. Climate change has
led to heat waves, hailstorms,
and the infiltration of foreign
diseases in France, which have
hurt the environments where
the vineyards are located. If this
weather continues the quality
of French wine will be significantly reduced.

n August 2009 was Australia’s
hottest August on record, featuring some of the hottest days
of 2009. Strange, considering
the fact that August is winter in Australia. Temperatures
were abnormally high across
all Australian states, usually at
least three degree’s higher than
average.

Greece
bondidwhat

Chile

Italy
n All Venetians may soon have
to invest in personal gondolas.
NASA scientists predict that as
sea levels rise Venice may experience daily floods. Current protection measures being built in
the city against the rising sea
will not be enough to combat
the projected rise.

Mexico
n Next time you are in Mexico,
check out their roofs. A number of roofs in Mexico City are

n Nearly 4 million people in
Nepal are expected to need food
aid due to the extreme changes
in weather as a result of climate change. Crop production
has dropped to half due to the
volatility of the weather, the
extreme heat, lack of rain and
delay in the monsoon season.
Experts predict these issues will
only continue to plague future
crops.

n Reducing greenhouse gases
in Greece just got a whole lot
cooler. A government program
allowing each household to
swap two old air conditioners
for new, energy-efficient ones
has led to 141,323 units being
upgraded. The government now
expects to reduce carbon emissions by 47,000 tons and save
over 53 gigawatts in energy ex-

n The Chacaltaya glacier which
used to replenish water supplies
for the 2 million people of La
Paz has disappeared, six years
sooner than scientists predicted.
Other glaciers in the Cordillera
Real Mountain range supplying
La Paz are shrinking rapidly. To
further compound the problem,
climate change has also led to
prolonged dry seasons.

Tuvalu
n This island nation will almost
entirely disappear if sea levels
rise more than 3 feet. That’s
why it’s converting to 100% renewable energy.

We fact check once, then we fact check again. We try to ensure voices on all sides are fairly represented. But every now and then we get it wrong. When we do make a mistake we urge our
readers to let us know. We’ll do our best to put it right. And it will help us avoid mistakes in the future. Please send your corrections and/or comments to editor@nypost-se.com.
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Sex
Why travel?
(You just wanted to get laid anyway, right?)

3 nights from $29*
Fun • Romance

(Sun Optional)

An amazing couple’s experience!
Cut your emissions by cutting to the chase. No exotic locales needed.
• No additional purchases required
• Offer can be redeemed anytime/anywhere
• You don’t even have to leave the house!
• No emissions (of the carbon variety)
• A perennial favorite since the dawn of time

Sex

TM

Awesome.
No carbon emissions.

* Actual costs may vary contingent on prior agreements and any applicable non-binding contracts. May include the price of some booze, a pizza, and 4 rented movies. Reciprocal activity may be considered obilgatory
depending on prior arrangements. This oﬀer has no cash value, is non-transferable, and is only valid for consenting guests over the age of 18 (check your local laws.) Not responsible for bad choice of partners,
premature ejaculation, erectile dysfunction (E.D.), general frigidity, budding addictions, and/or resulting disinterest in all other activities. Be sure to practice sex SAFELY. We do not assume any errors or ommissions within
the content of this ad.

Business

CASH

SO LONG,
SAUVIGNON?
We’ve had our beef with the French in
the past. But, like the rest of the world,
we love their wine: France exported
nearly $12 billion of it last year alone.
Now a group of French chateau owners
is warning that global warming threatens their business. The group has called
on French president Nicolas Sarkozy to

ensure that strict targets on carbon emissions are adopted at the UN climate conference in Copenhagen this December.
Already, climate change is producing
unprecedented heatwaves and strange
weather phenomenon in France, including hailstorms in Bordeaux. If the trend
isn’t addressed tout de suite, new diseas-

es could cause havoc in the French vineyards. The taste and alcohol content of
French wines could change dramatically. And demand for the region’s wines
could end up in la toilette, ruining local
economies and distributors in the US.
British writer Oz Clarke backs up the
Frogs’ claims, noting that a 2° Celsius

nypost-se.com

Want to grow your cash
while keeping your beverage
ice-cold? The Post’s top money making tip is a no-brainer:
Invest in a new fridge.
If you have an old refrigerator, from the mid-1990s
or earlier, you can trade it in
for a more efficient model…
and get dough in the process!
Many utility companies and
states now offer a trade-in
incentive of $30-70, in order
to encourage consumers to
use newer energy saving appliances.
Let’s say you buy a fridge
for $400 and receive a rebate
of $75 for replacing it with
a newer Energy Star model.
Your upfront cost is $325.
But over the first year, you’ll
save around $150 on your
electric bill. If you had kept
that $325 in the bank, you
would have earned $6.50 in
interest, and only $4.55 after
tax. But your annual rate of
return on the $325 after the
first year of investing in the
new fridge is $150! Even in
the heyday of the stock market, when 10% interest was
available, you’d only have
earned $22.50. And with the
fridge your electricity savings provide tax free money
year after year. In less than
2 years you’ve paid for the
appliance—after that it’s all
profit!
Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) is offering a
$75 rebate off standard size
Energy Star labeled refrigerators through October 31st,
2009. New Jersey is offering $30 rebate for recycling
your old refrigerators. Some
places also offer free pickup
and disposal of your old refrigerator.

lanier67

Sour grapes for the wining French

rise by 2050 would dramatically alter
the winemaking landscape. The end of
the century could see vineyards more
than 600 miles beyond their traditional
boundaries, with countries as far north
as Sweden taking over the wine business from the French.
Mon dieu!

Bon Voyage, Volt to bolt on just 1 gallon?
Tourism Industry
Many cities and businesses
that rely on tourism dollars
may soon be underwater—
both literally and economically—if global warming continues to worsen, experts say.
It may sound like the basis
for a new Will Smith end-ofthe-world flick, but according
to a recently concluded 50year study from the U.S. Geological Survey, the world’s
glaciers, as well as the ice
caps, are melting faster than
anyone could have predicted.
This could spell disaster for
many of the places where we
love to kick back.
Not only will global warming cause sea levels to rise—
bye-bye, Bermuda! adios,
Antigua!—it could also cause
massive droughts rendering
much of the world off-limits.
“The entire tourism product
will be affected—every destination has a climate-related

component,”
said Geoffrey
Lipman, assistant
secretary
general of the UN
World Tourism Organization.
Some destinations are already feeling the heat. The “island mountains” of Southwest
Arizona, home to numerous
unique species and vistas unparalleled anywhere else, have
been plagued by numerous
fires tied to global warming.
The red dust of Arizona’s soil
gets deposited on the snow in
the Rockies, causing the snow
to melt early. Both destinations are thus affected.
Close to home, on the sun
lovers’ New Jersey shore,
nearly 33 miles of beach have
disappeared in the last decade.
Now the shore is looking at a
$1 billion fix, courtesy of NJ
taxpayers.

Passion84Photos

Second time’s a charm:
GM’s Volt is the new EV1

General Motors announced a
new electric car that it claims
will get an unprecedented
triple-digit fuel rating for city
driving. What’s more, most
commuters could drive back
and forth from work on only
one gallon of gas – forever!
The new Chevy Volt, to be released in 2011, will achieve a
fuel rating of a whopping 230
miles per gallon. Auto specialists say that number doesn’t
even mean much, as most drivers will rely on just the battery
to keep them driving.
“Having a car that gets tripledigit fuel economy will be a
game-changer for us,” said
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Fritz Henderson, GM’s chief
executive. The company, now
60% government owned, is
hoping its electric car will
provide the charge it needs to
bounce back from bankruptcy.
The Volt drives up to 40
miles on battery life alone
before switching to gas and
beginning to recharge. The battery can also recharge in eight
hours by being plugged into a
normal outlet. Since most commuters drive less than 40 miles
per day, owners could simply
charge up overnight.
If the electric cars are charged
at home using solar panels,
drivers could have free, noemissions transportation for the
life of the car.
“If you are the Volt target guy
who is driving under 40 miles
per day, then theoretically your
miles per gallon is infinite,”
says Jack Nerad, executive editorial director of Kelley Blue
Book.
The Volt isn’t the first electric
car GM has made. Way back in

1997, when California established a mandatory percentage
of emissions-free cars, GM
mass-produced an electric car
called the EV1. It worked well
and drivers loved it.
However, as soon as California cut the emissions-free
law from the books, GM recalled and crushed all of its
EV1s, which had been leased
(not sold) to drivers. The Volt,
by contrast, will be sold, not
leased.
“Crushing the EV1 was shortsighted,” said Josephine Cochran, an electric car activist
in New York. “Back then, GM
had an innovative head start on
everyone. Now they’re behind.
Hopefully it’ll be different this
time around.”
When driven past 40 miles,
GM CEO Henderson says the
car will get at least 100 mpg.
Nissan has also announced an
electric car, the Leaf, that will
get a staggering 367 mpg and
will start rolling out next year,
ahead of the Volt.
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The Extended Weather Report from the
LONG

OUTLOOK
As it does every quarter, the Post expands its weather forecast to cover the
bigger picture.
The weather for the next seven days
looks pretty good—or at least, not very
different from what we’ve gotten used to.
The outlook for the next 70 years, on the
other hand, isn’t so sweet.
Scientists tell us the climate does not
change slowly for long. Rather, periods of gradual change give way to sudden shifts that occur within a few years,
or even a single season. For 400,000
years, those swings have been tied to the
amount of CO2 in the atmosphere.
Those swings have always been tied
to the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere.
But there’s never before been more CO2
in the atmosphere than today. Since CO2
will keep going up, we have NO idea
what could happen next.
Scientists think the “safe” level of
CO2 in the atmosphere—i.e. the level it
has never gone above in the last 650,000
years—is 350 parts per million. Today,
we’re already at 387 ppm worldwide,
and rising at 2 ppm each year.
If emissions don’t start going down,

many scientists think we could soon
reach a tipping point from which we’ll
never be able to return. The melting
ice caps, no longer reflecting back
sunlight, will melt even faster. Arctic
permafrost will also melt ever more
quickly, releasing massive amounts of
super-greenhouse-gas methane, throwing the whole climate system into a
tailspin. Sea levels will rise dramatically, the weather systems will change
suddenly and dramatically, and then...
well, no one knows.
As temperatures mount, what’s the
likely tipping point beyond which
we’re sunk? “Any number much above
one degree involves a gamble,” says
MIT climate scientist Kerry Emanuel,
“and the odds become less and less favorable as the temperature goes up.”
Today, we’re already well beyond
one degree. In other words, we’re gambling, and we’re gambling badly.
“As we approach two degrees,” says
James McCarthy, Harvard Professor
of Oceanography and President of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, we’re likely to see
“strong reinforcing (positive) climate
feedbacks.” In other things, things will
vstart spiraling out of control.
Here are some of the options for
what that could look like.

HEAT WAVE
Scientists agree that any
global temperature increase over 2 degrees
Fahrenheit means a gamble with our future, and
the odds become less and less favorable as the
temperature increase is greater. We’re already
way past 2 degrees.
HURRICANES
Almost all scientists believe that climate change
is already increasing the
strength and frequency of
hurricanes and other extreme weather phenomena. Further developments are unknowable, but storms are fairly certain to become more severe.
DESERTIFICATION
Desertification linked to
climate change is already
affecting vast parts of the
world, including India and
China. This will drastically
impact agriculture in these countries, as well as
in Africa and the USA. Further results are unknowable.

For current forecasts go to:
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Sun and Moon
Sunrise today .................. 6:42 a.m.
Sunset tonight ................. 6:54 p.m.
Moonrise today .............. 10:04 a.m.
Moonset today ................. 8:06 p.m.
First
Full
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Sept. 26

Oct. 4
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Minneapolis
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Chicago
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Detroit
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DISEASE
The UN says that 300,000
people already die from the
effects of climate change
every year—mostly, so far,
from insect-borne diseases that are moving outside of their usual areas
as temperatures change. Further developments
are unknowable.
FOOD CRISIS
Climate change is fueling
recent food crises. In an
early example of what will
soon be commonplace,
nearly half of the cropland
of Kazakhstan has had to be abandoned due to
desertification linked to climate change. (See:
Mass Migration.)
WATER CRISIS
Glaciers are melting worldwide. When they’re gone,
tens of millions in Bangladesh, South America, and
elsewhere will lose a major
source of freshwater. Meanwhile, sea-level rise
and floods are ruining freshwater supplies from
the other side. (See: Mass Migration.)
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30s

MASS MIGRATION
As food and water become
more scarce, people from
severely affected areas will
migrate to less severely affected ones. If a few thousand refugees from Katrina caused such a mess,
think of what hundreds of millions would look
like. Massive conflicts are almost sure to erupt.
SEA LEVEL RISE
The bulk of the world’s
population lives near sea
level. Bangladesh, the
Netherlands, much of the
USA... we’ll all be directly
affected by future rises in sea level, especially as
storm surges become more severe. (See Mass
Migration.)
ICE AGE
The Arctic is melting
twice as fast as previously
thought, scientists revealed
this month. This could disrupt the ocean currents
that keep Europe warm, impacting over 100
million people and leading to mass migrations.
Further results are unknowable.
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TORNADOES
Almost all scientists believe that climate change
is already increasing the
strength and frequency of
tornadoes and other extreme weather phenomena. Further developments are unknowable, but storms are fairly certain to become more severe.
METHANE
There are trillions of tons of
“frozen” methane beneath
the ocean floor. Scientists
say that if ocean temperatures increase even slightly,
the forces holding the methane down could stop
doing so, meaning the trillions of tons could fill
up our atmosphere, with unknowable results.
TSUNAMI
Other catastrophes could
be triggered by global
warming. For example, if
undersea methane “clathrates” explode (see above),
giant tsunamis could wash out whole countries.
This is thought to have happened to Scotland in
6100 BC (the “Storegga slide”).

Q&As at select shows. Visit www.noimpactdoc.com for details.
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“Compelling and extremely funny. A balanced blend of information and humor.”
- Betsy Sharkey, Los Angeles Times

“Proof that ‘eco’ and ‘entertainment’ aren’t mutually exclusive.”
- John Anderson, Variety

“Insightful, moving, and engaging. The film will inspire you.”
- Katherine Goldstein, Huffington Post Green

NO IMPACT MAN: THE BOOK by Colin Beavan
The Adventures of a Guilty Liberal Who Attempts to Save the Planet, and the
Discoveries He Makes About Himself and Our Way of Life in the Process

IN BOOKSTORES NOW!

Treehugger.com’s official resource guide for No Impact Man™: www.fsgbooks.com/noimpactman

Colin did it for a year, now it’s your turn! Find out more at www.noimpactproject.org

New York Post, Monday, September 21, 2009
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Black is the
New Green

Stupid on the
Silver Screen
Film director Franny Armstrong is
in town for today’s global premiere
of her climate-catastrophe epic The
Age of Stupid, which promises to be
the largest simulcast in film history.
At 7pm tonight, 422 screens will show
the film throughout the US. The “green
carpet” event will feature Kofi Annan
and do-gooder rock superstar Thom
Yorke of Radiohead.

Yes Men Get
Desperate
Andy Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno were spotted yesterday on Lafayette
Street, cajoling passers-by to go see
their new climate-change epic The Yes
Men Fix the World, opening at the
Film Forum Theater on Houston Street
October 7. The two notorious troublemakers sneak into corporate events
disguised as captains of industry and
pull off the funniest pranks known to
(Yes) Man. Sources say they’re hitting
the streets because they don’t have an
advertising budget. Good luck, guys!
Maybe if you pretend to be Bono
people will come see your show (see
Page Six).

A Hail Mary pass at low-impact sports
JOHN JOSEPH
FITZGERALD
I know, I know, we all turn
to sports to GET AWAY from
the troubles we’re facing in
the world, the things that
concern or scare us. There’s
nothing like the simple pleasure of watching professional athletes make masterful
moves in our favorite sport
of choice to take our minds
of, say, the perils of global
warming.
Still, I’ve been thinking. If
we don’t cut our carbon emissions and energy use, sports
are not going to be nearly as
much fun. From what my
friends at the news desk tell
me, it’s going to get ugly if
we don’t act fast. For one
thing there will be more extreme weather events in New
York City, and that means
more canceled Yankees and
Mets games. The same kind
of mess applies across the
board for all the big sports.
Save the whales? We’ve got
to save Pro Ball!
So, I got to work on this

global warming problem. I
know, way out of my league
right? Well, I put just as
much thought into it as I do
to my Fantasy Football draft
picks. Ten minutes later, here
I am with a list of ways to cut
down carbon emissions in
three of our favorite sports.
PING IS IN THE AIR
The familiar crack of the bat
heard at Major League Baseball parks could be replaced
by the ubiquitous “ping”
that permeates amateur ballgames. I’m talking about aluminum bats.
A switch from wooden bats
to aluminum ones would
reduce the number of trees
cut down. And yeah, it takes
electricity to make aluminum—but wait! We’d make
these bats out of recycled
aluminum cans. Just think of
all those cans of beer or soda
people drink watching the
game. Now they’d actually be
helping America’s Sport just
by recycling.
NO GASCAR
We all love NASCAR—
some for the adrenal skill of
these amazing high-speed
Auto races like
the Daytona 500
are heavy on gas.
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The documentary film No Impact
Man opened in theaters earlier this
month. A dramatic movie based on a
book of the same name is also in the
works. Colin Beavan, the No Impact
Man himself, confirmed that Sony/
Columbia had picked up the rights to
the book “on behalf of producer Tod
Black (Seven Pounds, Spider Man 4).
Black has worked extensively with
Will Smith who has been floated as
possible star of the film. Release is currently scheduled for 2012. Might Mr.
Smith give up his SUV’s after making
this movie? Insiders say it’s that or the
planet.

4 AND LONG
th
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Smash shots on clay
would save water needed
to maintain grass courts.
noviceromano

drivers, some for the explosive crashes. But all that gas,
all that CO2...
Now imagine if we just
switched NASCAR over to
hybrids. First of all, with a
fraction of the gas used, the
budget for these races would
go way down—and so could
ticket prices, making it more
affordable for everyone.
Since hybrid cars make almost no noise, you could
talk about the race with your
neighbor, or about anything
else. And pit crew members
wouldn’t need hearing aids
by the time they retire.
And there’d be a lot more
time between fueling stops,
so they’d have time to read
Ivanhoe, Catch-22, Audubon
Magazine, or whatever it is
pit crew guys read.

WIMBLE-BROWN.
The most famous and prestigious professional tennis
tournament in the world is famous for happening on classically manicured grass courts
in Wimbledon, England. But
why not save all that water
that gets wasted watering
grass? Let them play on clay
like we do over here.
Actually, same with soccer,
cricket, and rugby. Oh, and,
um, baseball. And football.
Right.
Oh wait. I think this is the
point in the article where I
need to call an audible.
Even if Nascar switched
over to all-electric cars, and
all bats were recycled, and
we stopped using grass in pro
sports, it would be a tiny drop
in the bucket of what’s need-

ed to save the planet.
But we do need to save
the planet. We’re in a tough
matchup against climate
change, it’s 4th and long in
the 4th quarter and we’re
way behind. Huddling longer won’t win us the game.
What’s our next play?
How about no more gas cars
AT ALL? And how about solar panels and rooftop gardens
on every building in New
York City? Now THAT might
just help keep us in the game.
No one’s going to listen to a
sports writer, I know—especially after he’s spouted bad
ideas like these. But hmm...
another crazy idea: to show
the way, maybe we should
start by greening all stadiums,
the way the Yankees and Mets
already have.
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MEAN
AND
GREEN!
These Athletes Burn Mega-Calories While
Cooling Off the Planet. How Do They Do It?
“coral cause” with his Kelly
Slater Invitational competition,
which helps raise funds for
Reef Check, an organization
working to protect and rehabilitate coral reefs worldwide.
More recently Slater teamed up
with the Sea Shepherd, a radical anti-whaling group straight
out of The Pirates of the Caribbean. Watch out reef polluters
and whaling armadas, these
guys might just put you up on
the plank! (LA Times).
Tennis legend Billie Jean

King knows how to serve it
up, but now she’s serving up a
grand slam for the environment
with her green housing and fitness community set to open in
Palm Springs, Calif. Her new
organization GreenSlam has a
mission to recycle old rackets,
reuse bottled water containers,
and donate used tennis balls
to no-kill animal shelters. Billie Jean may not be your lover,
but this tennis ball buster is
love-ing the planet! (www.
greenslam.net)

The carrot top slope shredder
Shaun White is one of a growing number of skiers and snowboarders who are realizing that
a warming planet means melted
slopes! Maybe it’s time for the
Vale and Aspen set, many of
whom can be counted in the
ranks of top execs at fossilfuel guzzling companies, to
ask what the man himself told
a reporter: “If global warming
turns the mountains to summer,
where am I supposed to snowboard?”

Home Run Hitter Vegges Out Full Time
Care for a “princely feast” of suckling
pig, Cornish game hen, and filet mignon?
Not if you’re Prince Fielder, the All Star
home-run hitter with the Milwaukee
Brewers, who hit more than .300 with 22
home runs, and knocked out 78 runs in
the first half of the Major League Baseball season last year. He’ll have asparagus
with rice and beans, thank you very much!
The 6-foot, 270-pound first baseman
is a strict ethical vegetarian—converted
after his wife shared Rory Freedman and
Kim Barnouin’s bestselling book “Skinny
Bitch” with him. After reading about the
mistreatment of animals in industrial hog
and cow farms, the kindly Prince shed a

Prince Fielder

tear and vowed never again to eat the flesh
of caged animals.
When the news first broke the Prince’s
fans held their breath, wondering if his

bean and brussel sprouts diet would sap
his strength, and whether his wife giving
him “Skinny Bitch” was like Delilah cutting off of Samson’s hair. But luckily for

the fans, the Brewers, and the game itself,
the Prince has pulled a Popeye and keeps
driving it out of the park on a regular basis.
This past July the first baseman cleaned
up at the Home Run Derby warm-up before the All-Star Game in St. Louis—and
won the competition, besting hometown
favorite Albert Pujols of the Cardinals.
Wouldn’t you like to know what his
wife is putting in that magic spinach! And
wouldn’t his competition like to know
as well. Maybe instead of that pre-game
burger the other sluggers might want to
spend a little more time at the salad bar
and see if they can get a green recharge to
kick-sprout their batting average.

NY Stadiums Set the Standard
How many baseball players does it take to change
a light bulb? A lot less than it used to with the opening of new homes for the Yankees and Mets in New
York City this season.
Both stadiums have been constructed with environmental concerns center field. The new Yankee
Stadium is right next to where the team’s old home
was located. But it couldn’t be more different from
an eco point of view.
Every lighting fixture in the new ballpark consumes 300 fewer watts than those in the old one.
That alone saves 207,000 pounds of CO2 emissions during a typical game. The Great Hall in the
new stadium uses natural cooling rather than air

conditioning, with savings equivalent of 10,000
NY city apartments shutting off their a/c on a
summer’s day. And water consumption has been
reduced by 22%, saving one million gallons per
season.
Meanwhile in Queens, the Mets have built their
new $800 million Citi Field with energy-saving recycled steel beams. They also used concrete made
from coal combustion by-products instead of newly manufactured portland cement. That saved CO2
emissions equivalent to taking 1,000 cars off the
road for two months.
Energy and water conservation, and storm water
runoff controls are fully integrated in the new de-

The new Yankee Stadium

sign. Hands-free faucets, toilet flush-o-meters, and
waterless urinals in the bathrooms will conserve
more than four million gallons of water a year.
“The Mets have always been Orange and Blue
and today they’re Green too,” said New York City
Council Speaker Christine Quinn. “I want to congratulate them on their corporate leadership in set-

Timberlake
takes a swing.

Justin’s
No Putts
Golfing may not be the most
environmentally friendly hobby. A typical golf course can
use as much water as a small
town. In Nevada, 28 of the 100
biggest water users in the State
are golf courses.
But Justin Timberlake has
just spent $16 million to create America’s most environmentally-friendly golf course,
located in Tennessee.
JT
greenovated the course where
his Dad first showed him how
to play, and re-named it Mirimichi, which means “place of
happy retreat”.
The golf course features
LEED-certified
buildings,
solar-powered golf carts, and
rainwater capture for irrigation. Timberlake hopes the
course “will become a benchmark for eco-friendly golf
courses.”
“It’s amazing to do something to give back to your
community,” said JT. “Anytime you can do that and get
18 holes in, it’s a win-win.”

ting high environmental standards at the new Citi
Field.”
The example of the two Big Apple teams is being followed by the sport as a whole. Major League
Baseball and the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) recently announced the joint creation
of a Team Greening Program. The program will
support the environmental improvements now being pursued by many Major League clubs.
“The commitment by our national pastime to
enhance its ecological profile in a meaningful and
public way marks a watershed in the history of
baseball and the environmental movement,” said
Allen Hershkowitz, senior scientist at NRDC. “No
other sporting institution has influenced American
culture as much as baseball and the league is once
again putting that influence to very good use.”
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career is a much-ballyhooed
eco-conversion in the last few
years that saw him running his
car on renewable fuels, and
even starting up his own foundation to encourage organic
crop production in the developing world. Who knew soccer
players could be so hands-on?
(The Guardian)
Surfs up! Kelly Slater, the
eight-time world champion
surfer doesn’t think healthy
oceans are just a pipe dream.
Slater kicked off his own
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How Now Yao? The towering Houston Rockets center,
Yao Ming, may like to dunk
nets on the court, but you’d
better check yourself if he
catches you “netting” shark
fin in his native China. This
animal-rights activist speaks
out regularly on the wasteful,
but common, practice known
as “finning,” where sharks are
caught just to slice off their
dorsal fin, which is served as a
delicacy in China. The rest of
the shark is thrown overboard.
Maybe if Yao succeeds in getting the practice banned, he can
work on taming China’s addiction to coal. (ESPN)
Brit footballers may be better
known as brawlers or underwear models, but you’ll get a
real kick out of David James,
the famous Limey goalkeeper.
The kicker to his storied soccer
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Yao Ming: KEEPING SHARKS OUTTA THE NETs
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Mariano Rivera pitching at the new
Yankee stadium, which includes a
variety of energy-saving features.
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